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purchase order and the placement in and publication 
of such advertisement by Jávea Grapevine. 

Advertisers and agents represent and warrant that 
their advertisements, contents and subject matter are 
in no way false, deceptive, misleading, fraudulent, 
libelous or defamatory, that they do not infringe on 
any privacy, intellectual property, or publicity right, 
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abusive, prohibited, illegal or objectionable, violate 
any legal duty under criminal or civil law, or otherwise 
violate any applicable law or regulation of any kind. 
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shall unconditionally indemnify Jávea Grapevine, 
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right  of privacy or publicity, plagiarism, copyright 
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or  suits  based  on the contents, subject matter, or 
publication of or otherwise on such advertisements. 

The liability of Jávea Grapevine for any act, error, 
or  omission  for  which  it  may  be  held legally 
responsible shall not exceed the cost of the space 
ordered or occupied by the advertisement that is the 
basis of Jávea Grapevine’s liability. 

Jávea Grapevine shall not, in any event, be liable 
for any consequential damages, including lost income 
or profits. 

Jávea Grapevine disclaims all responsibility for 
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BREXIT still looms ahead of us as an 
unknown and the news from the UK 
is mixed, to say the least. Locally, the 
weather remains chilly in the shade 
and at night - but no snow so far. 

In this edition we have everything 
from local voting news to events, 
Roman digs and André Lambert.

I was challenged, recently, about my 
work in the Grapevine. The implication 
seemed to be that I was drawing a salary 
and that the magazine was well-funded 
and pushing a paid angle. I am not and 
it isn’t - book publishing is my day job 
☺ not magazines. The Grapevine is the 
mouth-piece of everyone who takes the 
time to contribute an article. The small 
amount of paid advertising, helps with 
the running costs. The rest, I fund, along 
with my time. I am pleased to to do this 
and I  am grateful for your enthusiasm, 
which keeps me going. 

It helps when you send me articles, 
photos and club, charity or local news 
to include in future editions of Javea 
Grapevine, so thank you - all of you.

editor@grapevinespain.com  

Editorial
Gaile Griffin Peers
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Foreword 
from the Mayor of Jávea, 
José Chulvi

Dear Friends,

It is a pleasure to address you once 
again through the pages of the 
Grapevine - and with some excellent 
news! 

At the request of Xàbia Town Council 
(and we were the first to do so), 
the government of Spain presided 
by Pedro Sánchez, and the United 
Kingdom have reached an agreement 
to guarantee the political rights of 
the British residents in Spain. It 
is a breakthrough that joins with 
the commitments already made 
by the Valencian government of 
Ximo Puig: granting them access to 
health, education, social services, 
etc. Our goal is to remain united and 
preserve the values that make Xàbia 
a successful project of coexistence. 





It  is   also  a  pleasure to 
announce that we have presented 
the document of the General 
Structural Plan for public 
exhibition after responding to all 
the comments. 

It is a document which meets the 
necessities of both our businesses 
and our personal needs. It 
respects the essential spirit of 
Xàbia and protects around 8 
million m2 of land; and only 
permits construction in existing 
urbanised areas. 

This is the best guarantee for 
sustainable development and 
conservation of our quality of life. 

We have said it before, we do not 
want a business model which 
adversely affects our way of life. 

On the contrary, we wish to 
manage our resources and our 
territory so that living, working 
and relaxing in Xàbia continues 
to be a fantastic experience. 

http://ajxabia.com/ver/6819




As  you  may   know, Xàbia 
has been present at Fitur 
2019 - the largest tourism fair 
in Spain - with two projects 
that perfectly embody our 
management model. 

The first of these is 
‘Ambassadors Plus’, a 
pioneering program to make 
it easier for those who visit 
us from other countries to 
become residents. Thus, we 
will create work teams so 
that visitors really know us, 
and that investing, working, 
acquiring a home, dealing 
with the administration or 
integrating into the different 
social groups will be easier. 

In addition, the aim of 
the project is to unite the 
community of foreign origin 
with the local community. By 
benefiting mutually from the 
culture, talents and desire of 
all to make our town a better 
place. 





Finally, I would like to personally 
give you the news that I am again 
running in the local elections in May 
as candidate for mayor. 

In 2015 we received incredible 
support from the people of Xàbia and 
I thank you. 

We have responded to this support 
as we know best: with work, honesty 
and transparency. 

Being close to people in good times 
and bad times, attending to each 
person and treating them with great 
attention. 

Through acting ethically and 
effectively, together, we have achieved 
many things, but there is still a long 
way to go. I can assure you that I feel 
more energetic, have more hopes and 
more experience than ever. 



For me the first priority is my 
town and the well-being of all the 
people who live in it. 

Therefore, in May 2019, if you 
wish it, we can continue this path 
together.
       A warm hug

José F. Chulvi
Mayor of Xàbia



The UK and Spanish Governments 
have signed a treaty that secures the 
rights of British and Spanish citizens 
to stand and vote in local elections 
in each other’s countries after the 
UK leaves the EU. The treaty signed 
by Robin Walker MP and Minister 
Marco Aguiriano, on the 21 January 
2019, means that British citizens 
living in Spain and Spanish citizens 
in the UK can continue to participate 
in local elections in the future.

The treaty contains transitional 
provisions, ensuring that UK 
nationals who are registered to vote 
in the upcoming local elections in 
Spain this May, will continue to be 
able to do so in any Brexit scenario. 
Guidance on how to ensure you are 
registered can be found on the Spanish 
government website. In future, UK 
nationals will need to have resided in 
Spain for three years to exercise their 
rights under this treaty. The criteria 
of Spanish nationals to vote in local 
elections in the UK will remain the 
same.

We welcome this significant 
treaty that reaffirms the importance 

Expat voting 
rights treaty 
secured with 

Spain

Published 
21 January 2019

by the
Department for Exiting 

the European Union



of the relationship between the UK 
and Spain, underlines our shared 
commitment to democracy, and most 
importantly enables these citizens to 
continue to determine who represents 
them in the country they reside in.

We continue to explore similar 
bilateral treaties to secure these rights 
for British citizens across the EU and 
we are approaching all EU Member 
States on this subject.

To provide certainty while we 
pursue these agreements, we do 
not anticipate making any changes 
to the current primary legislative 
framework for candidacy and voting 
rights of EU citizens living in the UK 
in the immediate future.

It is our intent that all eligible EU 
citizens living in the UK will be able 
to vote in local elections in England 
and Northern Ireland this May. Those 
who are nominated and elected at or 
before these local elections will also 
be permitted to serve their full term 
in office.

Brexit Minister Robin Walker 
said: “I’m very pleased to have signed 
such an important treaty with one 

of our closest neighbours which 
maintains people’s ability to exercise 
their democratic rights, by standing 
and voting in local elections.”

This adds a further guarantee 
to the rights of UK nationals in 
Spain, and Spanish citizens in 
the UK, in any scenario.
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Agenda 21 
Update

with thanks to Christine 
Betterton Jones for the 

inspiration

Police arrest four people for 
kidnapping a man in Alicante

The aggressors demanded a ransom 
of between 5,000 and 10,000 euros 
to the victim, who called his brother 
to ask for the money and he warned 
the National Police. 

Four men between 42 and 49 years 
have been imprisoned for allegedly 
kidnapping a man in Alicante at 
gunpoint and asking for between 
5,000 and 10,000 euros from their 
relatives. According to the National 
Police, the kidnapping occurred 
on December 12 when the victim 
was detained inside a hotel room in 
Alicante by several individuals who 
pointed at him with a firearm to force 
him to call relatives to request the 
money for the ransom payment.

The victim called his brother, a 
resident in Toledo, to ask him for  
large amounts of money without 
providing any other explanation and, 
after cutting the call, did not respond 
to any further calls returned Half an 
hour later the victim again called to 
repeat the details for the delivery 

The information in this issue 
was derived from info links 

courtesy of Agenda 21



of the money, between 5,000 and 
10,000 euros, before re-cutting the 
communication without giving more 
information. 

The brother contacted the National 
Police of Toledo and agents went to 
the hotel where the kidnapping was 
allegedly taking place. They found 
that the victim had left the place a 
few minutes earlier accompanied by 
another person. The investigations 
carried out at that time, and with the 
support requested in room 091 for 
all patrols to join the search, allowed 
the agents to locate and release 
the victim in a San Juan (Alicante) 
establishment.

Initially the victim was arrested for 
being, allegedly, one of the criminals. 
Upon release, the victim told the 
agents that the event had its origin in 
a debt owed to the captors and added 
that four people had held him against 
his will in a hotel room at gunpoint.

The four detainees, between 42 
and 49 years old, appeared at the 
Court of Instruction number 4 of 
Alicante, all were sent to prison. (Êl 
Pais)

The Generalitat buys the peak of 
Penyagolosa, the second highest 
Valencian summit

The Castle of the Todolella, the 
house of Machado in Rocafort and 
part of the Theatre of Alicante will be 
public property. The peak becomes 
Valencian public property after an 
investment of 1.14 million of euros, 
announced the Valencian president, 
Ximo Puig. 



The Penyagolosa is the highest 
peak in the province of Castellón at 
1,813 meters, and the land acquired 
by the Generalitat is located around 
Sant Joan de Penyagolosa and inside 
the Natural Park. It is an area with a 
large influx of visitors as it is the most 
used route to climb to the top of the 
mountain.  (Êl Pais)





In search of the secrets of a 
pottery of the Roman Empire in 
Gata

The University of Alicante and the 
Museum of  Xàbia carry out the 
second excavation in the La Rana 
field in search of the structures of 
a second century building that was 
used to manufacture amphoras with 
which the wine produced in the area 
was packaged

The second archaeological 
excavation campaign has begun in 
the Roman site La Rana de Gata that 
will be carried out by the University 
of Alicante and the Museum of 
Xàbia. The first excavation, carried 
out last year, showed the value of 
the site. The excavation area is being 
extended as is the timespan. For 
four weeks, different students of the 
History and Archeology Department 
of the university will work in the site, 
coordinated by a research team from 
the Museum xabienc.

Explorations carried out more than 
two decades ago by the director of the 
Museum of Xàbia, Joaquim Bolufer, 

proved the existence of a Roman 
pottery dedicated to the production 
of amphoras to pack wine, as well as 
construction material and common 
ceramics. This pottery centre, which 
was in operation during the II and III 
centuries A.D., could be related to the 
nearby Roman village of Els Eclés.

Among the main objectives of 
the excavations is to establish and 
document the location of structures 
belonging to the pottery centre. The 
research team wants to learn more 
about the production of amphorae. 
Wine produced in this area, near 
the Roman city of Dianium (Denia), 
was exported to different parts of the 
Roman Empire. .

The excavations of the present 
campaign will be directed by J. Bolufer 
(Museum of Xàbia) and D. Mateo 
and J. Molina (of the University of 
Alicante). And its financing will be 
borne by the City Council of Gata de 
Gorgos and the university itself. As 
well as local school visits there will be 
an open day for the public scheduled 
for Sunday, February 17, guided by 
members of the research team.



h
e Roman site of La Rana is located 

in the municipality of Gata de Gorgos, 
next to the ravine of La Rana, which 



22 people arrested in Dénia 
for crimes against industrial 
property

It is alleged they sold counterfeit 
items from luxury brands at a flea 
market - 2,106 counterfeit items 
have been seized. Agents of the 
National Police arrested 22 people 
(of mostly Senegalese and Moroccan 
origin) in  Denia, accused of allegedly 
committing an offense against 
intellectual property. In total 2,106 
counterfeit items of luxury brands 
were seized that were allegedly being 
offered for sale in a market in the 
town of Dénia. The investigation 
began when the researchers learned 
that in a Dénia street market could 
be selling counterfeit effects of 
recognised brands of international 
prestige. After carrying out several 
inspections, the agents were able to 
check with the legal representatives 
of the affected brands to confirm that 
counterfeit products were actually 
on sale.  Many of the objects that 
were exposed to sale to the public 
had low quality in the product, both 

in the materials and sewing used in 
them, and in the logos of the brand. 
In the same way, the researchers 
verified how many of them did not 
carry the mandatory labels of the 
aforementioned firms, lacking the 
symbols of registered products and 
purchase invoices of the companies 
authorized to sell them.

Detentions and registrations 
Between January 14 and 15 , the agents 
proceeded to arrest the 22 persons 
allegedly responsible and to register 
and seize the allegedly forged effects. 
As a result of the searches carried 
out, investigators took a total of 2,106 
items, among which were products 
such as caps, handbags, phone cases, 
lingerie, handbags, handkerchiefs, 
shoes, watches, key rings, belts stand 
out. , sweatshirts, trousers and 92 
logos representative of luxury brands 
as well as special adhesive to stick 
them on the objects intervened. The 
Judicial and Dénia Police forces 
worked with the Alicante Forgeries 
Unit in the operation . (Informacion.
Es)



The Medieval Market returns to 
the streets of Orihuela in its XXI 
edition 

The colorful magic of the past returns 
to the historic center of Oriola over 
the weekend of 1-3 February

This weekend, activities will take 
place to win audiences of all ages. 
The councilman of Festivities, 
Mariola Rocamora, has presented 
the Medieval Market of Orihuela. The 
twenty-first edition will be held in 
the streets of the municipality from 
this Friday 1 to Sunday 3 February.
The mayor accompanied by Pepe 
Vegara, president of the Association 
of Moors and Christians showed this 
year’s promotional poster. It shows 
“the details of the glorious badge of 
the oriol, officialized as the flag of 
the city since last October.” To that 
has added the presentation of the 
promotional “that will serve as a 
means to raise awareness and attract 
all visitors to the Medieval Market,” 
explained Rocamora. (El Mundo).

‘Expoforum Valencia 2019’ 
kicks off with more than 90 
cultural, economic and social 
events

It commemorates the 110 years of 
the Regional Exhibition of 1909 and 
seeks to relaunch the reputation 
and image of the city of Valencia. It 
has the support of the Generalitat, 
the Cortes, Diputación and the 
City Council of Valencia and is 
championed by the Ateneo Mercantil 
de Valencia Foundation. The Ateneo 
Mercantil de Valencia Foundation 
begins this Friday, February 1, the 
celebration of ‘Expoforum Valencia 
2019’ with an agenda of cultural, 
economic and social events that 
aims to boost the offer of the city of 
Valencia over the next three months 
, with the celebration of more than 
90 acts.The project, which has the 
support of the Generalitat, Les 
Corts, the Provincial Council and the 
Valencia City Council , will begin the 
planned events calendar with more 
than 30 professional, university, 
cultural and business Valencian 

http://acts.The


entities , the organization advances in 
a press release. Expoforum 2019 will 
feature more than 90 events between 
conferences, exhibitions, workshops, 
round tables, tourist and historical 
routes, book presentations, concerts, 
master classes or gastronomic 
tastings, with the aim of giving 
visibility to “everything that is done in 
the city, sharing knowledge, history, 
technology and the advances of many 
professional sectors “. The president 
of the Ateneo Mercantil de Valencia 
Foundation, Carmen de Rosa , pointed 
out that they are “very satisfied” with 
the “collaboration and acceptance” of 
the project among the professional, 
social and economic actors of 
Valencia.”We have the feeling that 
Valencians needed an opportunity to 
show this València of 2019 in which, 
from all professional sectors, the 
foundations of a dynamic, sustainable 
and entrepreneurial city are being 
laid to recover the path of growth 
and transformation. Therefore, we 
want to invite everyone to participate 
in the events already scheduled and 
those that will be added to the agenda, 

“he said. Looking ahead, has opted to 
incorporate more events and entities 
to Expoforum because “it is a live 
and open programming in which fit 
all those who want to show the talent 
and great ideas we have in this city.” 
Expoforum Valencia 2019 brings 
together the public institutions, most 
of the professional associations, 
companies, entities and Valencian 
organizations around a common 
objective, so it has the main public 
and private Valencian universities, 
professional associations and 
different entities and companies. The 
theme of the activities and events that 
comprise the Expoforum Valencia 
2019 agenda covers areas “as different 
and varied” as art, science, law, health, 
gastronomy, music, history, literature 
or fashion, to which they add events 
on technology, innovation, economy, 
industry, sustainability and climate 
change, architecture or genetics. The 
institutional inauguration, which 
will feature the performance of the 
Orfeó Universitari de València, will 
take place on Friday, February 15, 
beginning at 7:30 p.m. (El Mundo)

http://Valencia.�We
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CONCERTS 
COSTA BLANCA

support the direct relays from The 
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden at the 
CONDADO Theatre, Marques de Campo, 

Denia

VERDI : LA TRAVIATA
on 30th JANUARY 2019 at 19:45h

Conductor  :  Antonello Manacorda
Violetta Valéry :  Ermonela Jaho

Alfredo Germont  :  Charles Castronovo
Giorgio Germont  : Plácido Domingo

Annina  :  Catherine Carby
Flora Bervoix  :  Aigul Akhmetshina

Baron Douphol  : Germán E Alcántara
Doctor Grenvil  :  Simon Shibambu

Tickets from €13
BOOKINGS must be made directly with the 

CONDADO Theatre (Taquilla) 
taquilla@condadodenia.com    96 527 0027 
or (also directly) at the cinema at ONDARA 

where the relay is also being shown

This performance is greatly enhanced by 
the glorious soprano of Ermonela JAHO - 

who appeared in the adama Butterfly relay 
last year - don’t miss this !!

https://www.roh.org.uk/people/antonello-manacorda
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/ermonela-jaho
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/charles-castronovo
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/placido-domingo
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/catherine-carby
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/aigul-akhmetshina
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/german-e-alcantara
https://www.roh.org.uk/people/simon-shibambu
mailto:taquilla%40condadodenia.com%3E?subject=
mailto:taquilla@condadodenia.com


CONCERTS COSTA BLANCA
OUTLINE PROGRAMME PLANNING

S E A S O N   2 0 1 9 
This is for information only; Separate adverts will be appear when Bookings are open   
For ticketsPlease wait for our official announcements (c. 6 weeks in before the event). 

VALENCIA : Planned trips (opera, ballet & orchestral) to the Palau de les 
LES ARTS Reina Sofía & PALAU de la MUSICA 

07 FEB Thursday  “From the USA”: Barber: Ov.School for Scandal/Bernstein:Serenade 
& Symposium, Dances from  West Side Story/ Copland: 4 Dances from Rodeo (VLC 

Opera Orch./Christopher Franklin) [Auditori]  
17 FEB (Sunday)  VERDI : I MASNADIERI (co-prod. San Carlo (Napoli) & La Fenice 

(Venezia): Fabio Sartori, Dominick Chenes/ cond. Roberto Abbado [18:00h] 
25 MAR (Monday) Weber:Ov.Freischutz/Mozart Piano Concerto 24**/R. trauss:Muerte 

y transfiguracion: LANG LANG** (piano)/ VLC Opera Orch./Guillermo García Calvo 
[Auditori] 

31 MAR (Sunday)  TCHAIKOVSKY: IOLANTA (Production from Mariinsky Theatre, 
St.Petersburg) cond. Nánási [18:00h]  

14 APR Sunday)  Penella’s last zarzuela: LA MALQUERIDA [ Domingo’s 
Perfectionnament students ] [Soler Theatre] 

19 MAY (Sunday)  VERDI : RIGOLETTO (Leo Nucci, María Grazia Schiavo, cond. 
Roberto Abbado (Prod.São Carlos Lisbon) 

25 MAY (Saturday) MAHLER: Symphony No.9 (VLC Opera Orch./cond.Gustavo 
Gimeno [Auditori] 

30 JUN (Sunday)  DONIZETTI: LUCIA di LAMMERMOOR (Jessica Pratt,Yijie Shi, 
Alexander Vinogradov, cond.Roberto Abbado (co-prod.Opéra Monte Carlo & New 

National Theatre Tokyo) [18:00h ] 
                                                       

[ Details of events at the Palau de la Musica, Valencia will follow, later]

http://Ov.School
http://Ov.Freischutz/Mozart
http://St.Petersburg
http://Prod.S�o
http://cond.Gustavo
http://cond.Roberto
http://co-prod.Op�ra


RECOMMENDED LIVE RELAYS of OPERA & BALLET at the CONDADO 
THEATRE, Denia, the IMF CINEMA (at the Ondara shopping centre) and at 
the Auditori in Calpe - direct from The Royal Opera House, Covent Garden

                          ROH PROGRAMME schedule for 2019 
30 January 2019: La Traviata (Verdi): Eyre’s beautiful production with Ermonela Jaho. 

19 February 2019: Don Quixote (ballet) (Minkus) : Acosta’s vibrant & dazzling production. 
02 April 2019: La forza del destino (Verdi) : Netrebko, Kaufmann & Tézier/ Pappano, can’t wait! 
30 April 2019: Faust (Gounod) : McVicar’s spectacular production of Gounod’s best-loved opera. 

16 May 2019:   Royal Ballet : Three recent & one world première by The Royal Ballet. 
11 June 2019:   Romeo & Juliet (Prokofiev) : Passion & tragedy in MacMillan’s ballet masterpiece.

FULL DETAILS (& cast lists) of the ROH relays are at : https://www.roh.org.uk/cinemas
Bookings for these direct cinema relays MUST be made directly (and only) with the theatres.

CONCERTS COSTA BLANCA 
www.concertscostablanca.com / E-mail: info@concertscostablanca.com

https://www.roh.org.uk/cinemas
http://www.concertcostablanca.com/
mailto:info%40concertscostablanca.com?subject=
https://www.roh.org.uk/cinemas
http://www.concertscostablanca.com
mailto:info@concertscostablanca.com
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separates it from the CV-134 road. 
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http://networkingjavea.com
http://networkingjavea.com


http://networkingjavea.com
http://networkingjavea.com


http://www.signshopjavea.com
http://www.signshopjavea.com




SPAIN EXHIBITION
Network, Connect, Inspire, Virtual Exhibition

https://spainexhibition.com
https://spainexhibition.com


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Y2N5-b59Oc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-L5Afnyeqk


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkhnkaSl-UM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bOFrSAhWuhI




In mid-January. Xàbia collected the 
“maleta didáctica”of the MACMA 
so that the schools can work the 
traditions of the Marina Alta

The first piece of this project pertains 
to the popular festival of Sant Antoni

The Cultural Mancomunitat de la 
Marina Alta (MACMA) has today 
delivered to the Councilor for Culture 
of Xàbia, Quico Moragues, the first 
“didactic suitcase” that they have 
prepared to recover and spread 
traditions, festivities and activities 
more deeply rooted in Valencian 
popular culture, especially in the 
region.

The first of these suitcases is for  the 
festival of Sant Antoni, one of the 
oldest in our history and strongly 
linked to the agrarian world that is 
becoming a great unknown to the 
youngest.

The MACMA technique responsible 
for the project, Núria Gómez Bolufer, 
has explained to the mayor all the 

The “maleta 
didáctica”of the 

MACMA



details of this pedagogical initiative, 
especially designed for schools to work 
in the classrooms: from printable to 
cut-out cards, audiovisual material 
(documentaries, songs or dances), a 
map that collects the celebrations for 
Sant Antoni de la Marina Alta and 
even a deck of cards to learn while 
playing. 

The material will now be distributed 
to the schools of the municipality so 
that they can start working on them 
and sending them photos or works 
on how Sant Antoni is celebrated 
in their villages help to enrich the 
documentation that manages the 
commonwealth.



The town councilor for 
Services, Kika Mata, is 
taking Xàbia schools lots 
of bottles that are being 
distributed within the “No 
Excuses” campaign, which 
aims to raise awareness 
among neighbors and 
neighbors that they 
have pets, which is their 
responsibility clean the 
urins and hounds that 
your dogs leave in public 
spaces. 

“No Excuses”





Dozens of guides have also been given 
to be “a good pet owner.” The City 
Council wants to involve the children 
- which represent the future - so that 
they acquire the habit and be aware 
from small ones to be accomplices 
in the challenge to achieve “a clean 
Xàbia between all” and remember 
this responsibility to their relatives. 

The Councilor for Services, Kika 
Mata, is bringing Xàbia schools lots 
of bottles that are being distributed 
within the “No excuses” campaign 
which aims to raise awareness among 

neighbours who have pets, which 
is the Its responsibility to clean the 
urchins and poop that their dogs 
leave in public spaces. Also dozens of 
guides have been delivered to be “a 
good pet owner.”

The City Council wants to involve 
children of all ages - representing the 
future - both to acquire the habit and 
to be aware from childhood that they 
are accomplices in the challenge of 
achieving “a clean Xàbia between all” 
and remember their relatives of this 
responsibility.



Xàbia agrees the purchase of the last 
land that was missing in the Avda Juan 
Carlos I to initiate the reform.  Xàbia 
has completed the last necessary 
procedure to respond to a historic 
claim: the reform of the sidewalks of 
Avenida Juan Carlos I.

Mayor, José Chulvi, has signed the 
proposal for compensation of 22,186 
euros for the last 126 m² that were left 
in private hands on this avenue and 
that  prevented municipal intervention 
to improve this stretch of pavement. 
According to the  Department of 
Works, directed by Paco Torres, both 
the reform project and the credit 
reserve of about 140,000 euros are 
ready to go as soon as possible. Once 
the payment is made to the owners, 
the specifications will be published 
so that companies can tender. Mayor  
José Chulvi said, “today we unlocked a 
complex legal situation that had been 
dragging on for many years. With this 
agreement we will be able, finally, to 
carry out a necessary work that will 
benefit all neighbours, especially the 
families living in this area, which 
connects the nuclei of the Historic 
Quarter, Thiviers and the Port “.

Imrovements to 
be made to the 
pavement along 
Avenida Juan 

Carlos I.



ADJECTIVE ORDER IN 
SPANISH

Firstly – what’s an adjective? 
An adjective is a describing word. 
The word which describes a noun – 
a thing. So that includes all colours, 
size, opinion, origin etc.

 
DID YOU KNOW...

…that in English the order of 
adjectives is really clear, & although 
we might not be aware of the rule, if 
someone uses them out of order it 
sounds really weird!

The order we use in English is as 
follows:

 
Opinion; size; physical condition; 

shape, age, colour, origin, material, 
purpose.

 
So we can have an unusual, big, dirty, 
round, old, black, French, wooden 
coffee table. 
 
Try saying them out of order 
– it just doesn’t sound right! 

Using
Adjectives

Lynn Cobb
www.learn-aprender.com

http://www.learn-aprender.com
http://learn-aprender.com
http://www.learn-aprender-com
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Guess what? Apart from nearly 
all adjectives going after the noun 
in Spanish, if you use several you 
can use them in any order you like!  

Just remember that if you have two 
together, you need ‘and’ in between 
them, and a longer list will have 
commas in between them until you 
get to the last two.

He’s wearing dirty old jeans – Lleva 
vaqueros sucios y viejos

He’s wearing long, dirty, old jeans 
- Lleva vaqueros largos, sucios y 

viejos.

 

As I said though, nearly all adjectives 
go after the noun. So that obviously 
means that some go before the noun.

Some of those must go before the 
noun, some can go before or after, 
& some change the meaning of the 
sentence depending upon where they 
are.

Adjectives which always go 
before the noun

This is the most useful group to try 
to remember. If it isn’t in this group, 
then it goes after the noun, or it 
doesn’t make a difference – so put it 
after the noun & you can’t go wrong!

cardinal numbers – uno, dos, tres etc. 

ordinals – primer, segundo, tercer 
etc.

possessive adjectives – mi, tu, su etc.

Quantity words – bastante, 
suficiente, demasiado 

 
best – mejor

worst – peor



Quality words – those which describe 
an inherent characteristic, although 
in other contexts will go after the 
noun.

El frío hielo – it’s a characteristic 
of ice that it’s cold

Los pies fríos – it isn’t a 
characteristic of the feet

Adjectives which change the 
meaning with their position

These, when placed before the 
noun, give the sentence a subjective 
meaning, perhaps an opinion, but 
when placed after the noun, give a 
factual or objective meaning. 

This isn’t all of them, but they should 
help give you an idea.

antiguo
El antiguo armario – the old fashioned 

cupboard
El armario antiguo - the antique cupboard

viejo
Mi vieja amiga – my long-standing friend 

Mi amiga vieja – my elderly friend 

nuevo
Su nuevo coche – his new (to him) car

Su coche nuevo – his brand new straight 
from the factory car

pobre
Esa pobre familia – that poor family, in the 
sense that they’re going through a bad time, 

not necessarily financially.
Esa familia pobre – that poor family, in the 

sense that they are financially poor.

grande
Un gran edificio – a great building
Un edificio grande – a big building

medio
una media pizza – half a pizza

una pizza media – an average, or medium 
sized pizza



Adjectives which can go either 
side of the noun without 

changing the meaning

A long heading 

but only two adjectives!

bueno

malo

Just remember that you need to 
change them for gender & number, 
& that when used before a singular 
masculine noun, the ‘o’ is dropped, 

to become buen & mal. 

Los pies fríos
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Vintage  
Gems
1.  Put meat in the freezer for a bit, before cutting for carpaccio, it makes cutting 
wafer thin slices easier. 

2. Accidentally over salted your soup or stew? Plop in a peeled potato. It will 
absorb all the salt. (It takes about 10 minutes.) 

3. Peel the potatoes after you’ve cooked them and soaked them in cold water for 
a while. The skins come right off.

4. If you are thinking of making a meal made from dried pasta
 - pop the pasta into water a few hours before cooking and then when 
you want it - put it into boiling water and it will be ready in less than a 
minute.

5. Use agua con gas instead of still water to cook vegetables.  
The bicarbonate in mineral water breaks up vegetable 
cellulose and speeds up the cooking process. 
It will also make vegetables softer while
keeping their colour bright.





Ilu
female, 
Shelter since 08.05.2013
Crossbreed, 
DOB 15.01.2013 
51 cm 

ILU, female, Shelter since 
08.05.2013 
Crossbreed, DOB 15.01.2013 – 51 
cm 
 
Ilu came to APASA when she was 
still a puppy which means that 
she does not know much of the 
world. But it also means that she 
is used to live in a group of dogs 
and that she could become a good 
family dog, once she is given the 
necessary time for adaptation and 
has been given an opportunity to 
find her place in her new family.





Asociación Catland has been created 
to help solve the problem of the 
abandoned cats on the streets of 
Jávea, helping to reduce the colonies 
and primarily to rescue the kittens 
born on the streets. We understand 
that the refuge would not be suitable 
for the feral cats as they are wild by 
nature and would not adapt plus it 
would be cruel to take them from 
their rightful place in the wild.

Jávea town hall is completely 
behind this endeavour and has granted 
Association Catland 3000 m2 land at 
Ramblers. The land contract granted 
is called cession land and it enables the 
Ayuntamiento the ability to give land 
rent free under a 4-year renewable 
contract subject to a project that is 
deemed necessary in giving when 
benefit to the pueblo. To arrive at this 
stage of being granted the land it has 
taken a year of meetings projects and 
lots of tension. This could not have 
been achieved without the backing of 
the Alcalde, the amazing support of 
our Consejala and the town hall staff 
in general.

Our plan is to build a refuge centre 

INTRODUCTION TO 
CATLAND JAVEA

 (CIF No G-42561464and Non-Profit 
Charity No CV-01-059013-A)



for 150 cats with quarantine and 
nursing facilities. The site will also 
include four portacabins to house the 
vet clinic, storage area, office, staff 
room/preparation room. Electricity 
will be solar and generator (until such 
times as power is given to the area). 
Fresh water will be delivered, and we 
in hope that we have a direct supply 
of non-potable water for cleaning.

The Ramblars area were the cats 
will be located is perfect and is well 
away from the flood zone. The Pens 
will be built to specifications of 6 
metres by 6 metres 2.5 metres high 
and will be completely sheltered from 
the elements. Inside the pens there 
will be casitas at different heights 
climbing posts and everything to 
make the cats as comfortable as 
possible. The pens will be opened 
alternating at different times into a 
garden area where the cats can have 
lots more freedom.

We have visited various cat refuges 
over the year and seen this system 
work. All Cats. before they enter the 
refuge must be sterilised and health 
checked. Once their personality has 

been established, they will go onto 
the adoption website and hopefully 
find their forever home either here 
in Spain or abroad. Catland will be 
working closely with The Association 
Jávea Feral Cats who up to now have 
trapped sterilised and returned to 
place of capture and have fostered 
kittens by kind volunteers with much 
success in finding them forever 
homes through their Face book page. 
We will also be working closely with 
APASA and any other local rescues 
within the Jávea area. Our success 
will depend on an active website, face 
book page and publicity so that there 
is a quick turn over of cats/kittens 
allowing more to enter. 

The Catland Refuge Centre will be 
licenced by the Zoological department 
of Valencia and will be administered 
in accordance with strict rules and 
regulations. Holding this licence will 
enable adoption rights for the refuge 
centre. 

Catland will have weekly visits 
from its chosen veterinary service 
where adoption vaccinations and 
general welfare checks will take place.



Catland will be administered, 
constructed and funded by donations 
and fundraising events. We have set 
up a Go fund me, Paypal and direct 
Banking page on our web site which 
is www.catlandjavea.com we are 
desperate for donations to make 
this work, every little amount will 
help. We are contacting all the local 
newspapers and Magazines in all 
languages to give Catland maximum 
exposure. We are writing to all local 
businesses and asking for donations 
or to help in regards of donating 
building materials or giving Catland 
reduce pricing or to help us in some 
way to achieve our goals. We are also 
encouraging sponsorship of each of 
our enclosures. We are hopeful that 
at some stage that we will become 
eligible for grants from Valencia as 
and when available.

At present the technical plans are 
being drawn up with our architect so 
apart from fund-raising there is very 
little that can be done. I will keep you 
updated on the status as we proceed. 
Any fund-raising ideas and Donations 
are most welcome. 

We welcome anybody that will be 
able to give their time to construct 
the fencing, help with concreting 
and tiling of the cages. Anybody with 
gardening skills will be very welcome 
to make the outside area a special 
place. Volunteers for fundraising 
and other ideas are welcome and of 
course volunteers are wanted to work 
with the cats. 

This project will be a jewel in the 
crown for JAVEA, due to the desperate 
need to take Jávea one more step 
forward in the welfare and care of the 
cat problem in our beautiful Jávea. 
With your help and donations our 
project will succeed for many years 
to come.

Claire Wall - President
Lula Eduardo - Secretary/Vice-
President - David Wall - Treasurer

Special thanks to Iceland Overseas
Desmond’s second-hand shop
Stephanie Paige Cooper

http://www.catlandjavea.com




The injured, a cyclist from Sueca,lucky  
lucky not to fall from the cliff side of 
100 metres

 He had traveled with colleagues from 
his cycling club by train from Sueca 
to Gandia. They took their bicycles 
and pedaled to Xàbia.

At the Cap de la Nau viewpoint, 
photographs were taken. One of them 
sat on the railing and  apparently lost 
his balance due to the weight of the 
backpack. It precipitated him from a 
height of 4 metres. And he was lucky 
not to fall on the side of the lookout 
that overlooks the sea. 

The victim has momentarily lost 
consciousness . The local police and 
health workers of the Red Cross 
immobilised him and evacuated him 
on a vacuum mattress. They took 
him to an Ambulance of Basic Life 
Support, which has transferred him to 
the Dénia hospital where he regained 
consciousness.

Cyclist doing a 
selfie on Cap
la Nau fell four 

metres

www.diarioinformacion.com
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The department of Services and 
Environment of Xàbia has completed 
a series of improvements in the system 
of public lighting that should create 
an annual saving of 40,834 Kwh of 
energy, a consumption equivalent 
to 12 standard houses, about 10,000 
euros approximately.

These interventions have been 
the repair and installation of LED 
technology in the Montserrat Caballé 
square and the Botanic Cavanilles 
streets, Manuel Vazquez Montalban, 
Enric Valor and Fray Jaime Ibáñez.

In addition to these projects carried 
out entirely by the Consistory, the 
municipal area has also managed two 
works subsidized by the Provincial 
Council of Alicante which involve 
other economic savings of about 
18,000 euros per year (the equivalent 
to 21 more homes). 

This includes the replacement of 
new LED luminaires in the Rafalet 
urbanization and another one with the 
same characteristics in the Lepanto 
avenue.

Improvements in 
street lighting 
will save the 
equivalent to 
the electricity 

consumption of 33 
houses



The companies of regulated holiday 
flats of the Costa Blanca lost 900,000 
overnight stays of clients in 2018, 13% 
of the business / The sector accuses 
the slump of foreign tourism and the 
impact of the rent alegal

One of the areas with a slump in 
tourist apartments was Benidorm.  
The Alicante coast registers the 
lowest occupation of its entire history: 
36.71%. If 2018 has been a year of 
transition for hotel activity on the 
Costa Blanca, for tourist apartments 
it has been a backward exercise. The 
Alicante coast is still the tourist area 
of   Spain that attracts more national 
clients with its offer of holiday flats. 
No other enclave (the islands of 
Tenerife, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote 
and Fuerteventura, the Costa del Sol, 
the Costa Brava, the Costa Dorada, in 
addition to the islands of Mallorca, 
Ibiza and Formentera) records more 
overnight stays by Spanish tourists 
than the Costa Blanca: 334,000 
travelers and 2,016 million overnight 
stays in the apartments distributed 
from Dénia to Torrevieja. 

Slowdown of 
tourist apartments 

in Alicante



The coast of Alicante leads the ranking 
of national tourism in tourist homes. 

According to the Occupancy Survey 
of Tourist Apartments published 
yesterday by the INE, the industry 
lost 13% of its business. 

Not only did fewer Spanish customers 
come to spend their vacations in 
coastal flats, they hired fewer nights 
(the drop compared to the year is 
10,700 visitors and 140,000 overnight 
stays), but also foreign demand has 
been less faithful this time to the 
Alicante offer. (El Mundo)







Objects such as keys, telephones, 
glasses, electronic devices, clothing, 
purses or small jewels arrive daily 
at our loacal police premises. If you 
find any personal effect on the street 
you can bring it in for our lost and 
found service to catalogue and store 
it waiting for its owner. In the same 
way, if you miss something you can 
call us or come and check if you are 
here.

To claim any object it is convenient to 
be able to show a proof of purchase, 
a photograph with said good or 
any other sample that serves to 
accredit the membership (PIN code, 
description of some characteristic or 
others)

Enquiries / Info  

965790081 
policialocal@ajxabia.org

Emergency 112 

Policia Local

Lost and Found

mailto:mailto:policialocal@ajxabia.org
mailto:policialocal@ajxabia.org




The local group of Civil Protection 
Xàbia has done a balance of its 
activities in 2018, a summary that 
helps visualize the great dedication 
of this voluntary body to the 
community.

In total there are 4,923 hours of 
services: mainly, 3020 hours, for 
forestry surveillance, a function that 
they fulfill from mid-June to mid-
October and also in Easter with 30 
volunteers.

Civil Protection reviewed 16 
incidents that have been mobilized 
during this period, from small fires or 
fires (from containers, canines, fields 
or even a kitchen) to the greatest 
performance of the season: the forest 
fire that affected the Natural Park 
of Montgó on 8 July. In addition, 
the group participated in other 
emergencies, such as the floods in the 
Sandy on August 18, the rescue of an 
elder who fell into a well of Tarraula or 
the search operatives of two missing 
persons. 

Another important element is 
preventative services (1,080 hours) 
that range from sports competitions, 

Civil Protection 
Xàbia spent 
5,000 hours 
in forestry 

surveillance, 
preventive 

services and the 
training of its 

volunteers





multitudinous cultural acts or acts or 
acts in which pyrotechnics is involved.
Among the tasks carried out also 
highlight the review and maintenance 
of the more than 400 hydrants in 
the municipal term and more than 
500 hours dedicated to improving 
the training of their volunteers in 
knowledge of self-protection, first 
aid or search and rescue protocols 
of disappeared Finally, Civil 
Protection has also participated in 
two simulations to exercise its means 
of fighting fire. The Councilor for 
Citizen Security and Emergencies, 
Pepa Gisbert, wanted to thank the 
entire municipality in the name of 
the altruistic dedication of the Civil 
Protection volunteers and their 
president, José Vicente Serra. “They 
are people worried about others and 
our people, who do not hesitate to 
offer themselves when there is any 
type of problem and that makes us feel 
much more confident.” Gisbert has 
shown the commitment of the City 
Council to correspond to all this work 
improving all the equipment that has 
Civil Protection and contributing to 
the training of its members.













Mirador Challenge
2019

We are looking for walkers to join 
our team to take part in the Mirador 

Challenge in Javea.

Sunday 7th April 2019
  

We have taken part the last three 
years

raising money for charity.

Training starts soon.





http://www.javeamigos.com/dir_walking/pages/walking_elmiradorchallenge.htm
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Local 
Authors

whose books 
are available in English

E. Bamford 
Cozy Murder Mysteries www.ebamford.com

Michael Bennis
YA Fiction

http://www.cmichaelbennis.com/blog

Karla Ingleton Darocas
Healthy Cake Recipes
www.karlacakes.com

William Daysh
Historical Fiction (Navy WW1)

www.williamdaysh.com

Hilary Coombs
Modern Fiction

www.hilarycoombes.info

Tamsin German 
Chakras and Healing

www.tamsingerman.com

Vonnie Giles
Short Stories

www.vonniegiles.com

Gina Gatoli King (and Karen Mullally)
Biography www.oioisaveloy.info

Mai Griffin
Supernatural Mysteries
www.maiwriting.com
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Ken Hughes
Scientific Theory

www.amazon.co.uk/Binary-Uni-
verse-Ken-Hughes/dp/0956800211

 
Jalon Valley Writers Group

Short Stories  from 
Gail Tucker, Agnes Hall, Sheila Skinner, 

Avner Kornblum, Vivien Johnson, 
Paul Shearer Walmsley, Jean M. Watson, 

Colin Hall & Deborah Grant
www.allinthemix.info

Maya Middlemiss
User Testing and Qualitative Research

www.sarosresearch.com/researcher/saros-ap-
proach/the-participant-principle.html

Adam Simmons
Business Planning in Transport

http://adamsimmons.biz/business-planning-in-transport/

Picked and Mixed 
includes Short Stories from local authors 

Gail Tucker, Sheila Skinner, Jennifer Nesteroff, 
Linda McGillycuddy, Irene Hogg, Sue Frost, 
Tony Henderson, Michael A.W.Griffin (1928-
2005),  Mai Griffin,  Gaile M. Griffin Peers, 
Vonnie Giles, William Daysh MBE, Andy 

Crabb, Margaret Cornwell
www.pickedandmixed.com

Jana Petken
Historical Fiction 

www.janapetkenauthor.com

George J. Thomas
Espionage Thrillers

www.georgejthomas.com

Norman MacRitchie Reeley
Terrorism Thrillers

www.amazon.co.uk/Norman-MacRitch-
ie-Reeley/e/B00ERYQMXY

Clive Read 
 Serving Him by Serving Others: God can 

choose the most unworthy of sinners to 
extend His Kingdom. Self-published 

978-0-993-21610-7

Alan Warner
Surreal Black Comedy 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/
show/29842.Alan_Warner

Kerry Webber
Javea Guide and Non Fiction

www.kerrywebber.com/articles.html

Edward Henry Weinel
Post War Novels - in the Aviation Industry 

www.edwardweinel.com

Cornelius Maria Wiedenhoff
Javea’s History

www.casitasiberica.com/javea-news2014/
Fascinating-History-of-a-Small-Town.php

To ADD an author or to ALTER  any 
information please complete the contact 

form on www.javeagrapevine.com
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http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/fiction/40-acid-rain-by-vonnie-giles-9781908135063.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/fiction/58-tightly-bound-by-vonnie-giles-9781908135070.html
http://uppbooks.com


Restless Echoes
A ghostly dog, a strange 
lady and the confused 
memories of a young girl are 
about to complicate Polly, 
Sarah and Clarrie’s lives. 
Unravelling the mysteries 
is going to need all of them 
working together and will 
put the family and their 
circle of friends at risk. 
Unravelling two horrific 
crimes, they must find a 
murderer before he strikes 
again. 

http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/paranormal/26-ghostly-echoes-formerly-deadly-shades-of-grey-by-mai-griffin-9781908135513.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/fiction/61-a-poisonous-echo-by-mai-griffin-9781908135773.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/fiction/60-dangerous-echoes-by-mai-griffin-9781908135841.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/fiction/59-haunting-echoes-by-mai-griffin-9781908135544.html
https://uppbooks.com/shop/product/restless-echoes/
https://uppbooks.com/shop/product/restless-echoes/


http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/ya/57-handscapes-dream-doodles-by-lyn-phillips-paperback-9781908135810.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/ya/51-funky-fish-n-friends-dream-doodles-by-lyn-phillips-paperback-9781908135797.html
http://uppbooks.com/ts/prestashop/ya/56-ludicrous-lanza-dream-doodles-by-lyn-phillips-paperback-9781908135803.html


‘Two Up’ is a collection of aviation 
anecdotes and photographs going 
back to the brothers’ early fascination 
with aircraft in the sixties. 

It includes a wealth of inside 
information. Now out as a second 
edition in Hardback

ISBN 9781908135391
£29.99

Colour and B/W Photos
Hardback

Following the success of Two Up, in 
Two Up Down Under, Ron and Jim 
enjoy a road trip around Canberra 
and the Riverina in Jim’s 50-year 
old VW Kombi. The journey and 
the story of Miss October includes 
over 190 original photos with a 
focus on flying and vintage aircraft 
in Australia. 

ISBN 9781908135681
£29.99

Full Colour Photos
Hardback

http://uppbooks.com
http://uppbooks.com
http://uppbooks.com
http://uppbooks.com


www.uppbooks.com

Fiction
non-Fiction

Adult
Cozy Mysteries

YA
Children

Javea Based
U P Publications

http://uppbooks.com
http://uppbooks.com
http://uppbooks.com
http://www.uppbooks.com
http://www.uppbooks.com


Sadly no longer with us but 
their words live on
Chester Himes (1909 - 1984)

American Author - Detective stories 
Lived in Moraira

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/au-
thors/13050/chester-himes

Max Mundy (1916 - 2006)
Sylvia Anne Matheson - Adventure Stories

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/mathe-
son-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist

Brian Orgill
Psychological Drama by the late Brian Orgill

www.brianorgill.com

Charlene Quince 
Non-Fiction about Javea and Fiction - now 
deceased - www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_
byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Char-

lene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-au-
thor=Charlene+Quince

Sylvia Schofield (1916 - 2006)
Non-Fiction - Lived in Javea

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1514823/
Sylvia-Schofield.html

Anne Weale  - Jay Blakeney (1929 - 2007)
Romantic Novels lived in Javea

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Weale

Lesely Welsh
Gangster Novels -  www.lesleywelsh.com

http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/13050/chester-himes
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/13050/chester-himes
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/matheson-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/matheson-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist
http://www.brianorgill.com
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Charlene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Charlene+Quince
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Charlene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Charlene+Quince
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Charlene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Charlene+Quince
https://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&text=Charlene+Quince&search-alias=books-uk&field-author=Charlene+Quince
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1514823/Sylvia-Schofield.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1514823/Sylvia-Schofield.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Weale
http://www.lesleywelsh.com
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/13050/chester-himes
http://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/authors/13050/chester-himes
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/matheson-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist
http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/matheson-sylvia-writer-traveler-archeologist
http://www.brianorgill.com
http://www.amazon.co.uk/s/ref=dp_
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/obituaries/1514823/
http://Sylvia-Schofield.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_Weale
http://www.lesleywelsh.com


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GmM-_sJmR6E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrpR1qH3NN4


Casa Lambert is a marvelous 
renovated medieval palace rebuilt in 
1857, that until the end of the 19th 
century was the home of the Tena 
family, who had a chemist for a son. 

They turned their home into a 
pharmacy which served the citizens 
of Javea until  the 1980s. Then, with 
the financial support of the Lambert 
family and the Ayuntamiento de 
Xàbia, the palace was converted into 
an arts school and community artist 
exhibition space for the cultural life 
of Jávea.

André Lambert Jordán (1884-1967) 
was a watercolorist, painter, engraver 
and Swiss-French architect who 
lived a large part of his life in Javea. 
For Lambert, Jávea was a gold mine 
of interest and he made many art 
works about the place from historical 
buildings to the unique landscape.

André Lambert was born in 
Switzerland on March 17, 1884, where 
he studied architecture at the School 
of Advanced Technical Studies in 
Munich. 

Who Was 
André Lambert 

Within The History 
Of Jávea Arts?

by Arts Historian and Educator, 
Karla Darocas, Hons. B.A. 
(SpainLifestyle.com)

* Copyright photos and text : Karla Darocas 2018 *

http://SpainLifestyle.com
http://SpainLifestyle.com


Later he went on to study Fine Arts 
in the Bavarian capital and it was 
these studies that ended him in Paris 
around 1908.

André established his first studio in 
Montparnasse, later moving to the 
Ile St. Louis.

In the French capital he surrounded 
himself with a select group of 
intellectuals, poets and artists.

Inclined towards graphic work, he 
began to illustrate books around 1912. 

He also collaborated with the 
magazine Simplicissimus, a weekly 
satirical magazine written in German 
founded by Albert Langen in April 
1896 and published until 1967.

In 1919 Paris, he founded the Latin 
magazine Janus in collaboration 
with Georges Aubault, and was a 
contributor to the magazine Vita 
Latina, published in Avignon.

In 1912, he traveled to Spain for the 
first time, discovering and studying 
the gypsy types and customs.

After marrying his wife, Raquel, he 
settled in “Cala Blanca” area of Jávea, 
where his house still stands to this 
day. 

André repopulated his land and 
surrounding area with   white pines 
and rebuilt a ruin into a villa that 
followed the architectural typology of 
the region. Neighbours started to call 
the area the “Cala del Francés”, due 
to this reformation.



Lambert made many watercolors and 
engravings of the urban center and 
rural environment around  Jávea. The 
artist always felt very linked to Jávea, 
both artistically and emotionally.

André Lambert died in Paris on 
November 24, 1967, his remains 
being cremated and moved to Jávea, 
where they were buried under the 
pines, in the “Cala Blanca”.







The paintings and engravings of 
Lambert are characterized by their 
refined modernist style, where  certain 
symbolist influences have a great 
inclination, especially in the line of 
Greco-Roman classicism, which was 
popular with the bourgeoisie of the 
time period.

info@SpainLifestyle.com
www.SpainLifestyle.com 

MAP TO TEACHING STUDIO 
& FREE PARKING AREAS  

BECOME A STUDENT * Lectures * 
Lunches * Trips * Films * Friends!  
- CLICK HERE 

mailto:mailto:info@spainlifestyle.com
http://www.SpainLifestyle.com
http://www.spainlifestyle.com/p/become-st.html
http://karladarocas.com
mailto:info@SpainLifestyle.com
http://www.SpainLifestyle.com


My Fair Lady

It has been a while since Jávea Players 
produced a musical but that is about 
to be remedied as My Fair Lady will 
be performed at the Unión Musical 
in Gata from 25th-30th March 2019.
Director, Cherry Cabban, is thrilled 
with the way the rehearsals are 
shaping up. “We are in the excellent 
hands of Aileen Lightfoot as Musical 
Director and Graciela Kaplan as the 
Choreographer. The latter used to 
be a professional dancer with the 
Northern Ballet”. Aileen has been 
coaxing all the right notes from the 
cast, with or without a cockney accent, 
whilst Graciela has been putting them 
all through their dance paces.

There is, of course, a talented cast. 
Eliza is played by Cath Reid-Martin, 
the irascible Henry Higgins by Roger 
Brown – you may remember him 
singing in Our Man in Havana and 
Colonel Pickering by Robin Baxter. 
Alastair Wallace, aka Freddy who 
falls for Eliza although he’s from 
a totally different class strata, is a 
newcomer to the Players. Freddy’s 
aristocratic mother, Henry’s mother, 
his housekeeper, the barman and 

Javea Players





Prof Karpathy all play their part in 
Eliza’s metamorphosis.

Everyone knows the story and 
that George Bernard Shaw originally 
wrote Pygmalion purely as a play, 
which was first staged in 1913. He 
resisted it being turned into a musical 
although this eventually happened in 
1956, six years after his death, and a 
film was also made. 

The play explores the ramifications 
of ‘speaking proper’ at a time when 
elocution was valued as a symbol 
of education and upward mobility. 
Personally, I abhor the ‘dumbing 
down’ of our language nowadays 
where it seems whoever enunciates it 
correctly is considered a toff, so the 
less comprehensible the better!

Any production involves a lot of 
unseen, and sometimes unpraised, 
people beavering away behind the 
scenes. John Reynolds, an architect 
in his former life, has designed the 
relatively simple set and the Shed 
team comprising Peter Messenger 
with David Noble, John Ranger and 
Martin Smith, are busy constructing 
it. 







Margaret Steedman and Angie 
Blower have collected the necessary 
props - the old-fashioned gramophone 
proved a bit of a challenge - whilst 
Rosemary Brown and Anne Bentley 
are responsible for the magnificent 
costumes: the designs for the Ascot 
scene are a closely guarded secret. 
Lighting and Sound will be ably 
handled by Chrissie Nossell and 
Richard King, respectively. 

Jávea Players’ production of 
My Fair Lady starts with a Gala 
performance on the first night, 25th 
March, followed by cava and finger 
food kindly provided by the La Cocina 
restaurant. 

All performances commence 
at 19.30, except for the Saturday 
matinee which is at 16.00. 

Ticket price is €16 except for the 
Gala night on the 25th which is €20. 

Ticket sales open on 7th February: go 
to www.javeaplayers.com for further 
details. It would be luverly to see you 
there and hear you humming along 
to your favourite songs!

http://www.javeaplayers.com
http://www.javeaplayers.com


The president of the port authority 
of Alicante, Juan Antonio Gisbert, 
visited the two lighthouses that have 
the municipality in Cap de Sant 
Antoni and La Nao, accompanied 
by Mayor Chulvi and Carlos Eleno, 
director of the Port Authority of 
Alicante, as well as technicians to 
accelerate the concession of the use 
of the civil building of the lighthouse 
of Sant Antoni to the City Hall, so 
that the local administration can get 
to work in the project necessary to 
give it a public use.

The mayor highlighted the good 
predisposition of the leaders of the 
port authority for this administrative 
process to be a reality in a few days, 
thus allowing Xàbia to commission 
the preliminary draft of the reform. 
Chulvi recalled that the purpose is 
to make the lighthouse visible and to 
give it a cultural and informative use, 
following the Albir model, and even 
turn it into an interpretation center 
of the Marina Reserve that is part of 
the Montgó Natural Park.

Alicante Port 
Authority of will 
give Xàbia the 

lighthouse of Cap 
de Sant Antoni









JAVEA AREA INFORMATION
Javea Area Co-ordinator :-  634 388 446.

We are a small band of friendly volunteers and we cover the area from Javea 
Port to Cap de la Nau, inland through Montgo southern slopes to Gata de 
Gorgos.

We try to support those living in our area with advice and practical short term 
assistance, and we also take people to hospital appointments.
Volunteers living in our area are involved in assisting the local English speak-
ing population with advice, information and practical support where possi-
ble. The working language of the group is English, but we have a number of 
fluent Spanish speaking members.

We cannot give financial advice or provide nursing care, but will perhaps 
know someone who can help.

HELP has an Activity Centre in La Xara which is available as a community 
resource as well as being used for various Help related activities.  If you need 
space for a U3A activity or for a club meeting then please give us a call.

HELP

https://www.paypal.com/uk/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_flow&SESSION=vaUVpTCwnChtVl0K6jZzAR5XEjRCaEfKeD3aKlFm0oMOx2YNkLbCnI8IQC8&dispatch=5885d80a13c0db1f8e263663d3faee8d83a0bf7db316a7beb1b14b43acd04037&rapidsState=Donation__DonationFlow___StateDonationLogin&rapidsStateSignature=d38ed1a4e07954359ed358c04262d1d77fd1e9d6


RE-Vamp
Shabby Chic
Find the beauty in tired and worn 
items All enquiries welcome 
and commissions undertaken

697 813 731



The large mural-photographs of a 
seahorse -14 meters high and 9 meters 
wide- and an octopus -4 meters high 
and 7.5 meters wide - can already 
be seen on the south-west façade of 
the Parador de Xàbia, on the Arenal 
beach, and in the dividing wall of 
the El Trinquete restaurant parking, 
respectively, as spectacular messages 
of awareness and awareness of 
marine biodiversity in Xàbia and as 
an invitation to reflect on the need to 
conserve marine ecosystems.

The presentation of the campaign 
“Why can not you see me?” In the 
hotel is another milestone in the 
Projecte Xàbia, a pioneering and 
pilot initiative, which began in 2017 
the Oceanogràfic Foundation, with 
the collaboration of the Ciutat de les 
Arts i les Ciències, with a pioneering 
study of the seabed of the local coast 
and continuing an intense training 
and outreach program with local 
entities of all kinds with the support 
of the Biodiversity Foundation of the 
Ministry for Ecological Transition. .

Murals for 
biodiversity







The event consisted of an official 
presentation by the representatives of 
the different organisations that have 
collaborated for the installation and, 
later, in a workshop showing biology 
samples with children of the Consell 
de Xiquets by the Department of 
Education of the Oceanogràfic. The 
president of the Foundation, Celia 
Calabuig, opened the event with the 
Project director, Francisco Torner, 
the president of Paradores, Oscar 
López, the general director of Cacsa, 
Enrique Vidal, Mayor José Chulvi and 
the Regional Secretary of Tourism, 
Francesc Colomer, who said that 
“rescuing the beauty and richness of 
the seabed to bring it to the public is 
a brilliant marketing strategy for a 
sustainable future.” Also attending 
were councilors, Doris Courcelles, 
Kika Mata, Montse Villaverde and 
Pepa Gisbert, photographer, Claire 
Guerrero, council officers, Parador 
Director, Eduardo Ollé, Foundation  
Board member, Mercedes Calabuig, 
Deputy DG of the Oceanogràfic, 
Leocadia Bartual, Ramón Ferrer, 
and representatives of all who have 
helped developed the project.



On Monday, 21st January, the Costa 
Blanca Yacht Assocation (CBYA) 
held its annual Awards Ceremony 
for the year 2018, to honour some of 
the members for their sailing skills, 
abilities and participation.

The Costa Blanca Yacht Association 
offers various opportunities for all 
levels and experience in sailing, 
with achievement levels for those 
who dingy sail, TOMs racing, 
cruising, and overall achievements 
and contributions of expertise. The 
awarded CBYA members were:

TOMs Ladder Series

3rd place: Keith Leary
2nd place: Barry McCrae

1st place: Dave Reid

Racing Trophy – Cruisers – Best 
CBYA local cruiser racing results in 

local regattas: Barry McCrae and 
sailing yacht ‘Blade’ and crew

Racing Trophy TOMs – Best CBYA 
TOMs Racing Results in the RCNC 

TOMs Liga: Hugh Epsom

Costa Blanca

 Yacht Association

Awards

Tanya Bultje-English

CBYA Public Relations Co-ordinator



Crewing Award – Best Improved 
crew/ overall regular crewing 

support on CBYA events: 
Roger Roberts

Cruising Award – Most significant 
cruising experience during last 12 

months: Richard Jones for his 2018 
ARC and and Caribbean cruising 

crewing aboard s/y Chantana

TOMs Award – Best regular, all 
round support for all CBYA TOMs 

events: Keith Leary

Powerboat Award – Best regular 
support for CBYA Powerboat 

activities: Rose and Mike Sparshott-
Worley

Dinghy Award – Best support of the 
CBYA Dinghy Section during the last 

12 months: Peter Knowles

Maurice Pilkington Award – The 
Award of Merit of Longstanding 

service to the club presented to the 
CBYA by Maurice Pilkington in 

2013. 

This award was posthumously 
presented to Karlheinz Witte for 
four years dedicated CBYA service 
on the Committee as Boating 
Officer.  Starting and Running the 
monthly CBYA day charters and 
maintaining CBYA sailing statistics. 
Accepted by his widow, Aura Marina.

Karlheinz Trophy – Presented to 
the CBYA in 2018 by member John 
Allison, in memory of the CBYA 
former Boating Officer, Karlheinz 
Witte.  The Karlheinz Award is for 
who has achieved the most on the 
water service, for the benefit of CBYA 
members, during the past 12 months. 

Richard Evett:  for the large amount 
of work he has done to support CBYA 
members on the water, both on 
dinghies , and on the TOMs during 
the last 12 months.

A dinner at Nau Nau Restaurant 
and Club Nautica de Javea was held 
before the Awards Presentation, as 
well as a Silent Auction of various 
paintings and sailing gear, donated 
by Karlheinz Witte for proceeds to 
charity.



Above: Racing Trophy TOMs 
presented to Hugh Epsom by Tanya 
English

Above: Crewing Award presented to 
Roger Roberts by Tanya English

Top Left: Maurice Pilkington Award: 
Presented by Tanya English to Aura 
Marina on behalf of her late husband, 
Karlheinz Witte

Top Right: Karlheinz Trophy: 
Presented by Tanya English and 
CBYA Chairman Hugh Epsom to 
Richard Evett

Bottom Left: Racing Trophy Cruisers 
Award: Presented by Tanya English 
to s/y Blade crew members Chris 
DeBoer, Dave Reid and Hans Sleutjes

Bottom Right: TOMs Ladder Series: 
Presented by Tanya English to Dave 
Reid

Opposite Page





FITUR: If we claim to promote 
sustainable tourism and support 
the idea of “Ambaixadors Plus” 
we will have to start to comply 
with the Sustainability Plan 
and be prepared to receive new 
residents in the future. 
As we write Xàbia is present in 
FITUR promoting its tourist trade, 
its traditions, its culture and all its 
charm from the Montgó and Cape 
San Antonio to Cabo La Nao.

Xàbia has a lot to offer to tourists, but 
Xàbia is not just beautiful scenery. 
Sporting events (such as sailing, live 
chess and athletics), our gastronomy 
and our local products are also part 
of what we offer to tourists and those, 
at this moment, remain unfinished 
business.

The Popular Party of Xàbia recognises 
that there are residents of Xàbia who 
work in the tourism industry who 
add great value to Xàbia, "those who 
strive to achieve, who dedícate much 
time and thought and investment in 
order to offer the best services to our 

FITUR

Article submitted by 
The Partido Popular



visitors. They are the ones who win 
over the  tourists, encouraging their 
return and even convincing them to 
want to live with us permanently.”

The promotion of the “Ambaixadors 
Plus” scheme to prospective visitors, 
that wants not only to retain the 
tourists who visit us but also to 
encourage them to become residents, 
workers or investors, is a great 
challenge that Xàbia must rise to. 

This will be a way to deseasonalize 
tourism and to promote new jobs, but 
for this to arise, the tourism sector 
needs the support of the Town Hall 
of Xàbia. 

“We have to depend on our mayor 
to ensure that at least the mínimum 
standards of cleaning services, 
lighting, landscaped areas and / 
or transport are reached and are 
not conspicuous by their absence, 
that Xàbia shows itself off in all its 
splendour, because in its current 
condition its visitors will not repeat 
their experience let alone become 
loyal holidaymakers,” asserts the  
PP.

Fewer words, more action

The PP laments that last year, “Chulvi 
made the Auditorium the emblem 
for FITUR ... and this year he has 
changed tack and taken the buzz 
word,  Sustainability. Repeating the 
word over and over does not mean 
that it is more likely to happen.”  
What is certain is that it was at the 
request of the PP of Xàbia that, in the 
Plenary meeting of September 2017, 
it was approved that a Local Plan 
of Sustainability, Energy Efficiency 
and Sustainable Mobility should be 
elaborated, but we regret that still none   
of the interesting and sustainable 
proposals of this plan have been 
implemented (e.g. recharging points 
for electric vehicles, the promotion of 
the use of  bicycles, more bike lanes 
and country tracks through the river 
areas, Montañar, sustainable public 
transport, etc.).

The only innovation this summer was 
the little train running to and from 
Granadella, “Yes, but at what a high 
cost for the people of Xábia.”









Local 
Club 

Directory

Al-Anon Support Group The Al-
Anon group for friends or relatives of 
alcoholics to share their experiences. No 
membership fee. 96 646 3689.

Antiques   Fair   at  Salones Canor, 
Teulada on February 24th - Costa 
Blanca’s most prestigious Antiques Fair. 
Whether you collect or sell antiques, 
Collectibles, Vintage, Retro items or are 
just clearing out, come visit. To check 
stand availability, sellers can contact Paul 
or Sue Horey on 626795587 or 965732741. 
filly1245@gmail.com 

Arsenal Costa Blanca Supporters 
Club, meets every match day at 
Cheers Bar, Javea Port under the 
archway. club matches are shown live. 
arsenalcostablanca@gmail.com

ARNAAP - Assoc of Royal Navy, 
Army and Air Force Personnel. If 
you enjoy lunching in congenial company 
join us. It is not essential to be Ex-Service, 
just like minded. Call Susan 966 404650, 
shollister@hotmail.com

Art Centre Association - Javea 
Subjects  Restoration of Porcelain. 
Mondays - Antique Valuations in aid 
of HELP Monday Mornings Join any 
time. Lorely Griffiths, Javea 96 647 20 
49. artcentrejavea@yahoo.com www.
facebook.com/ArtJavea
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Art Clubs for Oils, Watercolurs, Pastels, 
Acrylic now meet in Javea at ArtyFacts, 
Denia, Cumbre del Sol & Benimeli. Lesley 
Clark 96 579 4462 or lesleyclarkjavea@
gmail.com

Backgammon Club meets Mondays 
Grand Cafe residential Toscamar at 
20.00. Steve 96 647 1708 /635 377 335.

Benitachell Christian Fellowship 
Sun. 11 am in the Arts Museum David 
650738638 Ray 96 649 4036 

Club de Tenis  - includes the over 
40s http://www.clubtenisjavea.com/
clubtenisjavea/

Club Nautico, Javea Yacht Club www.
cnjavea.net

Conservatives Abroad Jávea (JCA) 
www.javeaconservatives.com

Costa Blanca Anglo Spanish 
Association Furthering knowledge & 
understanding of Spain; history, culture 
and institutions. www.anglospanish.org 
secretary09@anglospanish.org 

Costa Blanca Astronomical Soc. 
Meets first Tues of every month at 4 
p.m. in Montgó Visitors Centre in Dénia. 
Details Ed Morley on 96 574 4612 or 
cbastronomy@gmail.com

Costa Blanca Male Voice Choir 
rehearse every Tuesday 7-9pm, at Bar 
Mediterraneo, Teulada. New members 
welcome, no experience necessary.  Come 
along! Mike Evans 965744577 www.
costablancamalevoicechoir.wikidot.com

Costa Blanca Yacht Association. 
The CBYA welcomes all boat owners - we 
meet regularly in Calpe, Moraira & Javea. 
Please see http://cbya.org/  for details.

Crochet & Soft Yarn Club Meets 
fortnightly in Javea. lesleyclarkjavea@
gmail.com or 96 579 4462. 

Crib Club every Thurs 8pm at Bombers 
Bar in  Javea Port 

Denia Business Network https://
w w w . f a c e b o o k . c o m / g r o u p s /
Deniabusinessnetwork

Expatriate Ostomates of Spain EOS 
Contact Cynthia on 96 646 0063.

HELP of Denia and Marina Alta We 
cover the whole of the Marina Alta.  Javea 
is part of HELP of Denia and Marina Alta 
966427044 Hospital Desk 966429346 
https://helpofdenia.com/

Javea Book Circle We meet on alternate 
Tuesdays at 19.30 for 19.45 at the Centro 
Social, behind the Centro de Salud Contact 
Eleanor Joy on 96 647 2876
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Javea Bridge Club Avda. de Paris 2 
visitors welcome, bridge lessons, open 
4 afternoons a week, 966 463 671 info@
javeabridgeclub.com 

Javea Computer Club (More than just 
Computers) JCC meets Mon/Tues and 
Thurs 09.30 - 12.30. javeacomputerclub.
org Something for everyone, whatever 
ability or knowledge. Teaching for over 
25 years  - PCs, ‘Smartphones’, ‘iPads, 
iPhones, Apples’, ‘Special Interest 
Groups’...e.g. Video Editing, Genealogy.

Jávea Evangelical Church (founded 
in 1992 by Clive and Ann Read, as the 
FIRST non-RomanCatholic church - to 
have it’s own 24/7 premises in Jávea) 
clive@cliveread.com www.cliveread.com

Javea Grapevine Group  interact 
online  with over 3,000 Grapevine 
readers, contributors and friends. Add 
news for the next issue and get up-to-date 
local information, free via www.facebook.
com/groups/JaveaGrapevine   &   www.
javeagrapevine.com 

Javea International Magic Club For 
more information please call - 627 046 
897 or 96 579 2808.

Javea International Tennis Club 
(JITC) is based at the idyllic setting of the 
La Sella Tennis Complex near Pedreguer 
Costa Blanca. www.javeatennis.net

Javea Netball Club Playing 
Wednesdays, 20.00 - 21.30 at L’Ancora 
Playa Tennis club. contact Anita on 96 
647 2169 or 660 782 165.

Javea Public Lending Library 
Borrow books in English from Javea 
Public Lending Library, FREE! The 
English section is open every Tues and 
Sat morning 10.00 - 12.00. Calle Mayor 
9, Javea Pueblo, old town. Contact Alma 
Dorndorf on 96 646 3262 or 636898162

Javea School of Bridge and Social 
Club Edifico 80, Avenida Tamarits. Tel 
96 649 1539.

Javea U3A - new members welcome. 
Anyone interested in joining come to the 
monthly general meeting at the Parador 
10am on the last Wednesday of the month. 
www.u3ajavea.org

Jávea Welsh Society - www.
facebook.com/pages/Javea-Welsh-
Society/553465378018197

Javea Whist Club meets every Mon and 
Thurs (7.45 for 8 p.m.) at L’Ancora Playa, 
Arenal for progressive partner whist. All 
players welcome.

Labour International Javea Monthly 
meetings and Social events Lorraine 
679231412 or www.labintspain.org.uk
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Los Leones - Lions Club  meets every 
second Tuesday of each month at 19:30 
clock (only men) in our club rooms at 
the hotel “El RODAT” in Jávea (Urb. 
“Tosalet”), every 4th Thursday of the 
month ladies and guests night at 19:30 
clock. http://www.lionsjavea.com/

MABC - Marina Alta Business Club www.
mabc.biz - Contact manager@mabc.biz
MABS Cancer Support Group Jacqui 
96 579 4083 or 686 305 006 Brenda 678 
843 666 or, for Valencia: Cynthia 652 835 
063 Kirsten 646 865 308 Rian 619 876 
062 www.mabscancersupport.org
Montgó Vegetarians - eat from 
special Veggie menus, but don’t have to 
be veggie! https://www.facebook.com/
montgovegetarians
Montgó Residents´Association 
(APMJ) Asociación Propietarios Montgó 
Jávea  - a non-political and non-profit 
Association representing property owners 
& residents on the Montgó in Jávea/Xàbia, 
Costa Blanca, Spain, all nationalities. 
Monthly meetings - multilingual local 
residents with homes along the Montgó  
- includes access to Neighbourhood 
Watch info www.montgoresidents.com 
in Spanish, English and German.)
Mujeres Emprendedoras De Jávea 
Javea Business Women - meets for lively 

business networking! www.facebook.
com/Mujeres.Emprendedoras.de.Javea 
New Country Line Dancers. Javea 
Beginners: Tues 6.00 - 7.00, Improvers: 
Tues 7.00 - 8.00, Church Centre, C/
Favara, Jávea - Intermediate: Wed- 11.30 
- 12.30 L’Ancora/Paris 24 - 96 647 0632
Patchwork/Quilters Group meet 
Wednesday 10.00 - 13.00 Centre Public 
Formacio e Persones Adultos in Calle 
Ramon Llido, Javea. Contact 96 579 0086

Peña Javeamigos The international 
supporter’s club and primary source of 
info for CD Javea. www.javeamigos.com

RAF Association. Meets Los Arcos 
Restaurante, Pedreguer (N332, west side) 
on the second Monday of each month at 
12:00 to 13:00, plus lunch. 966 430 215

Royal British Legion. We meet on the 
2nd & 4th Tuesday of each month at Paris 
24 ( formerly Lancora Tennis Club)  the 
far end of Avd de Paris. Meetings start 
at 11.30am, but from 10.30am we have a 
coffee and chat. Everyone welcome, you 
do not have to have belonged to any armed 
forces to join the RBL We have a wonderful 
social programme each year. “Come along 
and see what we do, and hopefully join 
our branch” Contact Pamela Dawes on 96 
5790123 or pamandrogerdawes@gmail.
com for any further information.
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Royal Naval Association,  Costa 
Blanca North - Regular events, monthly, 
including the annual Trafalgar Night 
contact haydn.gunningham@gmail.com 

Scottish Country Dancing  To book 
and for Enquiries please call 96 645 6881.

Stamp Collectors /Philatelists /
Postcards meets - 2nd & 4th Monday 
every month 10.00. For more details 
please call Derek Guyett on 96 579 5499 
or Dave Anderson on 96 647 6034

Stress Busting Yoga Club in Javea 
Yoga for beginners. Meets Tues For more 
info Maria Palomar on 96 646 0851.

Toscamar Tennis Friends - Friendly 
tennis on Mond & Wed 10.00 - 12.00 at 
Ciudad Toscamar, Javea. Just turn up or 
ring Christine on 96 649 3900

The Firs Nursery Mother & Toddler 
Group Mondays 14.00 - 15.30. Children 
aged from 18 months to school age. Call 
96 647 2929 for more information. 

The Javea Players The Javea Players 
produce 5 plays a year at Gata theatre and 
in their own Studio theatre. Cine evenings 
& socials. New members welcome, contact 
Cherry on membership.jp@gmail.com or
636 798 109 www.javeaplayers.com 
online seat booking available for events.

The Art Society Marina Alta For info. 
on our events and venues visit www.
marinaaltaarts.com and for membership 
info membership@marinaaltaarts.com

Taoist Tai Chi Society of Javea 
Beginners welcome anytime Mon and 
Wed 11.30 at Danza Ronda Sur (near 
paint shop in old town) Info 649 161 290.

UFO Discussion Research Group 
Meets first Friday monthly before 10.30 
Social  Services Ctre Javea.  Pres. Jeanine 
El Khouri. 965795148 Christine Newton 
618111376. ufojavea@gmail.com www.
facebook.com/UFOandWorldMysteries

Wall Hangings and Rug Making Club 
We meet every other Tuesday in Javea 
from 09.30 - 12.00. Contact Amanda on 
639 987 301 or amrug@telefonica.net

Xábia Book Circle We meet on the first 
Tuesday  monthly in the Centro Social, 
Xàbia Old Town, beside the Health 
Centre, at 6.30 pm for a 6.45 start. Alma 
Dorndorf 636898162  alma@dorndorf.es
Xabia Rugby Club formally Javea Bulls. 
Our 1st Team plays rugby in the Valencia 
2nd division with a multi cultural mix of 
players and a wide range of ages!  

To ADD TO or TO ALTER  any information 
please complete the contact form on 

www.javeagrapevine.com
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Prices are only a rough guide.   
*  = A MICHELIN STAR  

"f." means when closed (fermé) / tlj 
(tous les jours) = 7/7 = everyday

We would be most grateful if readers 
would please be so kind as 

to send their comments to gastro@
campobello-javea.es and 

also advise us of price changes / errors

BOOKING: Good restaurants are 
always busy; best to book. 

PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOUR 
EXPERIENCES TO

gastro@campobello-javea.es

RESTAURANTS 
OF JÁVEA 
& environs 

The PARADOR OF JÁVEA
AT ARENAL OVERLOOKING THE 

BAY OF JÁVEA

ENGLISH TEA at the JÁVEA 
PARADOR

EVERY THURSDAY!

We celebrate that these superb teas 
have become such a popular and well 
established feature of Jávea life THAT 
THEY HAPPEN EVERY THURSDAY 
….. and if you haven’t yet been – don’t 
hesitate !  The hotel offers perfectly 
made tea (incl. Earl Grey) as well 
as cucumber sandwiches, delicious 
scones (with clotted cream and red 
jam) and carrot & walnut cake and a 
glass of cava to finish.  A delight.  Yes, 
readers .... this is a triumph and all for 
€12.  Because the teas have been so 
successful it remains essential to 
book [96 579 0200].  Make up a small 
group - and book early.  One may 
safely ignore the single (negative) 
entry at Trip Advisor  from 2013!

The planned closure of the Jávea 
Parador has been postponed until 
later in 2019.
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(Jávea), Quique Dacosta (Denia) 
and Casa Pepa (Ondara).  Reports, 
especially from serious gastronauts, 
are consistently full of praise. Their 
wine cellar has over 400 entries from 
all over Spain, including the most 
prestigious ones. Let the sommelier 
advise you which wine is best to 
accompany your meal selection.  
Booking strongly recommended.   

Guests can choose from one of 
the following menus:  
SAL: € 89 pp Wine: € 62 pp

SOL:   € 109 pp Wine: € 77 pp

TIEMPO:  € 135 pp  Wine:  € 90 pp

On request, Alberto will prepare 
a shorter (and quicker) lunch for 
business people. This will only be 
served from Tuesday to Friday. The 
Wine Pairing of course is optional, 
and it means a glass of a very suitable 
wine is served automatically with 
each course.

f. Sunday p.m & Monday. During the 
summer all Sundays opened and also 
on Monday evening.  Tel: 96 508 4440 
/ Reservations: http://bonamb.com/

JÁVEA’s & environs : TOP 
MENUS- DEL- DÍA   
[ between €14 - €22 : fuller details in 
text ] 
Many restaurants are now producing 
menus-del-día of such outstanding 
quality that we thought it best to 
recognise their achievement in listing 
them here.  Fuller details in the main 
text. 
Amarre 152  -  Masena  -  Piri-
Piri  -  Bohème  -  La Plaza - Los 
Remos de la Nao -  Le Gourmand  
-   Sofia’s (Thurs. only)  -  Tosca  - 
Jávea Golf Club - Ca’Pepe 
(Moraira) - Essencia (Jávea old 
town) - Sotavent - Venta de Posa 
(nr. the mosque tower on the 
Marriott-to-Denia road) - Volta 
i Volta (Jávea old town).

JÁVEA’s post-cinema < Bacon & 
Eggs OR TAPAS ! >
We have experienced nearly all 
the snack/coffee bars in the port 
area and nominate :

Restaurante CA TOMACA : 
Andrés Lambert 1, Jávea puerto - as 

http://bonamb.com/bonamb.com/index.php/en/menu-2
http://bonamb.com/


the best of them for bacon & eggs (with 
excellent chips) for a snack after the 
movies at Cine Jayan - although we 
find they tend to close too early !  Tel: 
96 646.3283

OR - for something more serious (like 
quality tapas ... ?)

BAR-RESTAURANTE SABOR A 
MI : Just up from the Jávea cinema 
on left opp. the “rough” car park.  
Charming location & friendly service.  
Tapas from €5 - €9 + some main 
courses. Very low muzak.
Tel: 96 611 8535 / Mob: 677 134086 / 
Open 7/7 till midnight.
E-mail : sanriva-15@hotmail.
com

If you are very hungry, and 
requiring a more substantial 
meal, then visit CASA de la 
PIZZA (formerly LA RENDA) or 
SOTAVENT both next door to 
the cinema - and both excellent.  
ALSO see BONAPATA (Av. 
Lepanto 2).

IN A CLASS OF THEIR OWN 
(from €35+ per head)

Restaurante LA BOHÈME (Jávea, 
Arenal beach front) : This restaurant 
is now regarded as the best of the 
French styled/owned restaurants 
on the Arenal beach front (Los Remos 
de la Nao & La Perla are two others).   
Fine tapas, superb steaks. Menu del 
dia €18.95. Consistently excellent 
reports throughout the summer but 
comments say this is an expensive 
place (revealed, perhaps, by the 
excellent refurbishment).  Parador 
end of Arenal promenade.  
Tel : 96 579.1600 / open daily / 
Muzak tolerable.   http://www.
javeacompany.com/javeacompany/
boheme/index.html 

Restaurante EL CAMPO : On the 
right side (of the approaching left-
handed bend) on the Benitachell road 
after the Jávea Bowling Club.  This 
restaurant (empty for over 12 years) 
has now been subjected to a truly 
superb and thorough refurbishment 
providing a beautiful rural atmosphere 
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The Butcher’s Block

Our excellent butcher has closed 
but he hasn’t disappeared.  He 
is overwhelmed with work but 
promises an announcement 
here when he is ready.  

Enquiries can be made to him 
at tyeneil@yahoo.com / Tel: 678 
398801

In regard to butchers in general 
we note the excellence of the 
independent butcher which 
operates at Lidl in Jávea - 
outside, but alongside, the Lidl 
supermarket (external access 
only).  

Here you may order (but only 
in December) game such as 
pheasant & pintadeau (guinea-
fowl / pintada).  We find this 
latter bird tastes better than 
turkey.... and their smoked pork 
chops are the best in town.

NEW gastro INFO

LEBANESE BREAD & TAHINI :  
Gastronauts will be pleased to know 
that Consum (Jávea) are now offering 
genuine Lebanese pitta bread (now 
in a rack in the panaderia section).  
They report it is selling very well. We 
are there weekly !  

To complete your Lebanese dishes the 
little supermarket next to Le Parisien 
(by the old Deutsche Bank at Arenal) 
is selling Lebanese Tahini.  The 
Lebanese (& Syrian) tahinis are the 
only gastronomically valid tahinis on 
the market.  The Egyptian, Cypriot & 
Israel etc. versions are poor imitatons 
and need to be totally forgotten when 
making Mtabal (Babaghanoush) or 
Hommous etc. !  Make your own 
hommous = 1000 times better than 
the supermarket stuff !!

The “bible” for this superb cuisine 
is Claudia Rhoden’s < A new book 
of Middle Eastern Food > (Penguin 
paperback).

mailto:tyeneil@yahoo.com


with excellent parking.  
We wrote recently about this 
significant re-opening where we 
praised them for their charming 
service and excellent food!  The small 
amuse-guele, of a baby burger, was 
of a very high gastronomic order - 
bravo !  This was followed by a filet 
de boeuf (rare) with a sensational red 
< Rebel-lia from the Vegalfaro Estate 
(Requena) at €16 > (available from 
Casa del Vino at Arenal) and frites 
worthy of Belgium !!
Their particular speciality is 
barbecued meat of all kinds.  Menu-
del-dia (midday) Tue-Fri from 13:00h 
at €12 (choice of 2 starters, 2 mains 
and 2 desserts).  Weekend menu €18 
(3 starters, 3 mains and 2 desserts).   
We spent a delightful evening there 
served very professionally and with 
great charm by owner Kate and staff.  
Every (summer) Sunday live music 
from 18:30h with BBQ food available 
(burgers & ribs).

f. Mon.  Open 11:00h - late (kitchen 
13-16h then 19-22:30h).Tel: 96 113 
4466 /  bookings@elcampo.casa

THE VERY TOP OF THE CLASS 
- for all true Gastronauts !

 
 Restaurante BONAMB ** :  

RESTAURANT NOW HAS 
A SECOND MICHELIN 
STAR.   Alberto was rewarded 
by “La Academia Valenciana de 
Gastronomía” with the title “Best 
Valencian chef in 2015” and on the 
27th of November, the Government 
of Aragón rewarded him “Mejor 
Cocinero de Aragón del año 2016- 
2017”.  Situated on the Tarraula 
roundabout at the end of Camí 
Cabanes and the beginning of the 
Benitachell/Golf Club road, BonAmb 
offers a sophisticated and comfortable 
interior and beautifully laid out 
gardens and terraces and, it must 
be said, the finest cuisine in Jávea. 
Opened in July 2011 it has since been 
rewarded with TWO Michelin stars 
and, in November 2014, 2 “suns” of 
the Spanish counterpart - the Guía 
Repsol. This establishment has put 
Jávea firmly “on the gastro-map” 
completing the triangle of world-
class restaurants formed by Rodat 
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Restaurante CHALET-SUIZO 
Jesús Pobre road nr. Almendros.  
Swiss restaurant offering wonderful 
meat and fondues.   Our visits have 
been marvellous, up there with the 
best of Jávea’s eating establishments.  
The garden is beautiful (no-muzak), 
the service excellent and the food 
delicious.  Prices of main courses cover 
the whole menu (excl. pudding).  Just 
look at the number of cars outside - 
should tell you all.  Clearly you MUST 
book !  Tel: 96 579 6813 / f. Sunday 
Web : http://www.chalet-suizo.com 
/ E-mail : info@chalet-suizo.com

Restaurante LE GOURMAND : 
Carretera Jesús Pobre 202.  In the 
last 3-4 years Le Gourmand has 
established itself in the affections 
of the community as one of the very 
best restaurants in the area.  We have 
organised group lunches there - a 
success with everyone !  Away from 
the Arenal beach they now flourish 
and are admired amongst residents & 
serious eaters.  Very popular - booking 
essential !  For summer there is a 
large (but no longer “mostly” muzak-
free) covered area in the garden.  

Warning: They have occasional jazz 
evenings during spring/summer and 
a Jazz Lunch on Wednesdays.  Menu-
del-día  €17 (which changes every 
Thursday).  Ask to go on their mailing 
list.Tel: 96 628.9686 / f. Sunday p.m. 
& Monday  /  E-mail : legourmand.
javea@gmail.com 
  
Restaurante at the JÁVEA 
GOLF CLUB : A “Gastro” Golf 
Club ?!  Formerly one of Jávea’s best 
kept secrets ?  But why ?  Do golfers 
not eat ?  But whatever….. please 
forget the golf and come here to eat 
!!!   This establishment is under the 
management of the former chef & 
manager of El Rodat – José Manuel 
Pina - and we have now visited it 
several times.  The menu-del-dia is 
at €19.50. This is all of astonishing 
quality.  The view across to Montgó 
from the (muzak-free) terrace is 
sensational.  All delightful.  And try 
the Buezo (red) from 2004 (Burgos) 
- the finest wine I have tasted in 10 
years (c.€23 a bottle). Tel: 96 579 
1813 : Mob. 629 828438 /  jmxabia@
hotmail.es 
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Restaurante MASENA (Jávea) 
Go to the end of Cami Cabanes 
road (behind La Caixa Bank) and 
immediately left onto the Benitachell 
(Golf Club) road.  A beautifully 
appointed (Belgian-owned) very 
high-class restaurant with great style.  
Menu-del-dia €22.50 (slightly more 
on Sundays).   Good meat a speciality, 
notably their Châteaubriand and steak 
cooked on hot stone.   They are always 
busy .... so must book!   Excellent wine 
list and consequently not as cheap as 
it once was ... !   Muzak always turned 
down on request.  Here you will find 
Valentin, the best Mâitre D’ in Jávea.  
Tel : 96 579 3764 / f. Tues   Web : www.
restaurantemasena.com/index.php/
en/

Restaurante LA PLAZA No.6 : 
in the “triangular square” (sic) opp. 
Humpty Dumpty.   All-year-round 
successful and delightful German-
owned establishment offering 
excellent international cuisine (which 
can even include a proper Wiener 
schnitzel!).  A favourite with residents 
and in tranquil surroundings.  Menu 
del dia €12 (midday) & €19.50 

evenings. Kitchen open till 23:30h.  
Beware : live music (pm Thurs).  96 
646 2314 /f. Monday /   www.laplaza6.
com  /  oliver@laplaza6.net

Restaurante SOFIA’S : Avda. del 
Pla 20, Jávea.  Really delicious and 
excellently prepared food.  Muzak 
now (mostly) tamed !   The Menu-del-
día is one of the best, cost/quality, 
that we know (currently Euros 14.50h 
with a glass of wine - but available 
on Thursday lunch only).  From 
Oct.2nd there is introduced, nightly, 
an evening dinner at €23.50 incl. glass 
of wine etc...  High standards pervade 
all their dishes and the restaurant is 
beautifully appointed. Easy parking.
Tel: 96 646.2903 / Open 19:00 - 
22:30h / f. Sun/Mon 

Restaurante TOSCA : Arenal 
beach, on the bridge overlooking the 
creek and close to Jávea Parador.  
Creative cooking. Approx. €35.00. 
Very excellent Menu-del-día c. 
€18.95.   Muzak here can be irritating 
(they say they play it to cover the 
noise from the kitchen !) - they also 
turned it off.  BYO is a good idea but 
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“corkage” is charged here at €9 so you 
need to bring a VERY good bottle !!
Tel : 96 579.3145 / f. Monday midday 
/ ferrantosca@hotmail.es  
http://www.restaurantetosca.com 

JÁVEA OLD TOWN 
TAPAS etc.  

We are trying to build up the details of 
numerous interesting high quality eating 
places in Jávea’s old town.  Here are a 
few of them concentrated close to the 
church.  You will need to visit them all to 
decide which is your favourite - they are 
of an excellent standard !

Restaurante LA CAJITA : C/
Finestrat 9, Jávea old town (walk 
from the old man’s roundabout back 
up towards the post office and take 
the immediate small side street on the 
right). You will be welcomed by Miguel 
who is enjoying much praise for his 
achievements.  Booking required (3 
days in advance). A reader writes : 
“best steak tartare ever” !  We seek 
further reports, please (although we 
will visit very soon). Tel: 642 534939  
/  E-mail: lacajitajavea@gmail.com

Bistro CASA GRAU : C/ Mayor 16, 
Jávea old town.  Warmly applauded 
restaurant offering something 
different with imaginative dishes 
(just down the C/Mayor from 
the Ayuntamiento).  Delicious 
starters/tapas and excellent steaks. 
Good value (but not cheap).  
Open: tlj (11 – 16h & 18 – 23h) 
96 579 2756   /   casagrau@gmail.com

TAPAS BAR : ESSENCIA : 
[UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT]
(formerly: Gastrobar Iberia, Old 
Town), C/ San Buenaventura 9, Jávea 
old town (down small street opposite 
Town Hall’s tourist office): Superb 
and marvellously creative dishes 
(& tapas) served by beautiful owner 
Michelle (perfect English). As well as 
excellent tapas the Menu del dia (3+2 
dishes) is €11.90 (pudding extra) is 
marvellous and at the highest level.  
White walls, bright multi-coloured 
paintings. Under new management - 
reports please ?  96 693 0352 / 674 
490 831  michy.essencia@gmail.com
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Restaurante  PARILLA de 
CELLER : C/San.Bertomeu 2, Jávea 
old town Down the small street opp. 
the main doors of the church.  Another 
charming and successful restaurant 
full of atmosphere.  Warm reception.  
English spoken. f.Sun. 96 579 3570  / 

Restaurante TASCA LA REBOTICA 
: C/San.Bertomeu 6, Jávea old town. 
Down the small street opp. the main 
doors of the church.  Charming and 
old-fashioned tapas bar with great 
atmosphere (but rather loud muzak 
but was turned down on request!).  
English / German spoken.  f. Sunday.  
Wide range of excellent tapas.  Further 
reports, please. Tel: 96 646 1318

Restaurante VOLTA i VOLTA : C/
Santa Teresa 3, Jávea old town (down 
the small street opp. the main doors 
of the church).  Reports indicate very 
high quality & imaginative cuisine 
in another charming environment.  
f./Mon. Tel: 96 504 2823 / Mob: 
635 678566 / E-mail: info@
voltaivoltarestaurant.com   

EXCELLENT (c. €25-30 per 
head)
Restaurante CALIMA : Jávea 
port, Avda. Marina Española - on the 
pedestrianized seafront.  Next to Piri-
Piri.  An imaginative and sometimes 
rewardingly experimental cuisine.   
Menu del dia €14.50 (Mon-Sat) / 
Sun. €16.90.  
Tel : 96 579 4821 / open daily.  
Email: restaurantecalima@gmail.
com   www.restaurante-calima.com 

Restaurante LA COCINA : leaving 
Jávea port towards the old town - on 
the corner of the last of row of shops 
on left before petrol station.  This 
restaurant is acclaimed all over the 
Jávea community.  The food is truly 
excellent, well presented and served 
with charm and showing much flair.  
Sugar-free puddings are available.  
Adventurous regional Spanish & 
international cuisine.  The wine 
list is fascinating and very honestly 
priced; it is also a challenge but do not 
be intimidated as you will receive good 
advice if needed !  Quality wines also 
available by the glass.  Open evenings 
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TUES–SAT from 19:00h..   From 1st 
October LUNCHES are being served 
(2-courses €15) on Tue/ Wed/ Thu & 
Fri.  Best ask to go on their mailing 
list.  Offers a GLUTEN-FREE menu 
(and now brave enough to have 
introduced vegan meals !!). Tel: 
96 579.5140 / See MENU at web: 
www.lacocinajavea.com /  info@
lacocinajavea.com : New FREE 
PARKING opp. restaurant.

LA COCINA’s TAKE-AWAYS  
“DELICIOSO” FROZEN MEALS 
!! : These are now available directly 
from the restaurant itself [Tues – 
Saturday: 10-15h & from 19h].  An 
excellent selection of main dishes & 
puddings, deep-frozen, at about €5 
each to be taken home.  We’ve had 
several so far – marvellous – and a 
wonderful fall-back when you don’t 
feel like cooking !

Restaurante EME & J. CARLOS 
: Ctra.Cabo de la Nao-Pal 9 (Arenal 
shopping area).  Attractive restaurant 
(close to Ferreteria Mata; opp. 
Deutsche Bank).  Their card says 

“Arroces y Pescados”.  We enjoyed 
some tapas with friendly service.  
Recent reports point to an excellent 
quality of cuisine.  Not cheap.  
Tel: 96 579 5808

Restaurante TAPAS : < ES TAPA 
TI > : Jávea Arenal beach front.  We 
greatly enjoyed our recent visit - 
wonderful imaginative choices with 
swift service.  Excellent reports (also 
sister restaurant in Denia).  Part of 
the Los Remos group.  Tell us about 
your visit ! 96 647 3127    info@
estapatijavea.com http://www.
estapatijavea.com/ 

Restaurante EL GAUCHO : 
Jesús Pobre road.  This restaurant 
has gained many plaudits under the 
management of the excellent Pizzeria 
Pepe (at Arenal) and offers an 
especially worthwhile and attractive 
restaurant (& terrace) especially for 
the residents of Montgó.  Superb meat 
is their speciality.  Continued good 
reports.  Excellent wine list though 
water at €3 a bottle is rather “over 
the top” !  Attentive & very friendly 
service.  Food delicious.  Menu del 
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dia from €21 - €26 depending on dish 
chosen (incl. ½ bottle wine).  Beware: 
occasional live music.  Best to book.
Tel: 96 646.1338 / www.pizzeriapepa.
com 

Restaurante LA PERLA de 
JÁVEA (Arenal beach front, 
right hand side). Menu-del-día 
€17 (but from Tues-Friday only). 
Outstandingly good reports have 
been reaching us which supports 
their now being listed in the Repsol 
Guide.
Tel : 96 647 0772  / open daily / Web 
: www.laperladejavea.com
Restaurante LOS REMOS de la 
NÃO (Jávea, Arenal beach front) 
: French owned, it has returned to 
being one of the very best of the Arenal 
beach restaurants.  Lies at the extreme 
right hand end of the bay on the edge 
of the large car park overlooking the 
beach.  Fish a speciality.  Great views.  
Menu del día €18.  Now listed in the 
Repsol Guide. Best to book.   Tel : 96 
647.0776 /  f. Tues. E-mail: info@
restaurantelosremosjavea.com www.
restaurantelosremosjavea.com 

AND in Jávea Port ... THREE 
high quality establishments for 
after the cinema (and they are 
next door or close by) :

RESTAURANTE / BOUTIQUE 
BAR BONAPATA (Jávea Puerto, 
Av.Lepanto 2).  New concept bar/
restaurant & delicatessen shop 
offering excellent wines and Jamón 
ibérico ... and, thus, receiving many 
favourable comments.  Owner Jesús 
Alhambra has 15 years of restaurant 
experience.  Beautiful interior, good 
terrace & friendly service.  Muzak 
slightly irritating but if too loud is 
turned down upon request.
96 627 2206 /  javea@bonapata.com    
www.bonapata.com

Restaurante SOTAVENT : Cristo 
del Mar 8, Jávea port.  One beside 
the other - two super establishments 
(La Renda, above).  Delightful and 
charming location which is proving 
a very big success with both national 
and international communities.  
Excellent dishes and a wide variety 
of tapas.  Attractive garden terrace at 
the back.  
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Reports of marvellous menu-del-dia 
here - at €13.  Must book in season. 
660 341226  / sotaventxabia@
hotmail.com

Lebanese cuisine !
Restaurante VARADERO : Under 
new management.  Opp. Miramar 
Hotel in Jávea Puerto.  Souraya brings 
the marvellous Lebanese cuisine 
to Jávea as additional features of her 
normal menu.  Currently offering :- 
Fattoush, Mtabal (Babaghanoush), 
Hommus, Kebbeh, Shish Taouk & real 
Arab bread .. coming soon Shawarma 
....with more promised ....  96 579 
1683 / saborjavea@gmail.com

FAMILY RESTAURANTS / 
GOOD & RELIABLE 
(€€  25 -40 per head)

 
Restaurante AMANECER 
c.300m on the right, along the ridge 
of the headland going to the Cabo San 
Antonio (off the summit of the Jávea-
Denia mountain road – the fire got 
rather close !!).  What a surprise to find 
this restaurant now so wonderfully 
refurbished with shaded pool-side 

bar and eating area, comfortable 
pool-side furniture and, within, an 
elegant air-conditioned dining room.  
During their visit the Southampton 
Uni Symphony Orch. spent the 
whole afternoon here and all spoke 
very highly of how well they’d been 
looked after.  If you, or your relatives, 
do not have a swimming pool here is 
a place to have lunch and spend the 
afternoon (with the grandchildren).  
The dining area is large enough for 
social functions yet still acceptable 
for more intimate dining.  Menu-
del-dia €11. Easy parking.  A good 
addition to the list.  96 579.0765 / 
E-mail: info@restauranteamanecer.
es / www.restauranteamanecer.es 

Restaurante ATTICO : Atop the 
Hotel Jávea in the Jávea Puerto.  This is 
an entirely worthy establishment but 
their small lift and my claustrophobia 
prevents me rising to the excellent 
and attractive restaurant in the lift to 
the top of this hotel.  Don’t hesistate - 
both the food and the view are superb.
Tel: 96 579 5461 / E-mail: 
visbalrobert@yahoo.es 
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CAFÉ AUSTRIACO – Café & 
Bakery (Jávea; Arenal beach front).  
This excellent bakery continues to 
offer their superb bread/croissants & 
gâteaux (and breakfasts) from 07:00h 
daily.  96 647.1004 / open daily /

Another source of very excellent 
bread is the (expensively-priced 
and muzak-infested) Saladar 
Supermarket.... But their Chapata 
is unmatched.  

OTHER BAKERIES :  SALADAR 
SUPERMARKET and also visit “Le 
Parisien” coffee bar (next to Jávea’s 
Deutsche Bank that was !). Less 
delicious patisseries than previously.
 
Restaurante AZORIN :  Jávea 
Port (in street behind Napoli). 
Superb fish “a la plancha” (especially 
sole) /chicken & chips. Menu del dia 
€10.95.  For over 20 years one of the 
most popular family restaurants.  
Kids love it.  96 579 4495 / closed 
Saturdays.

Restaurante BACCHUS (Jávea) : 
Pinosol-Cansalades road.  Wonderful 
quality.  The delightful owners, 
Milena & Hector, have retained the 
charm of this restaurant AND you 
are still able to cook your excellent 
steak on stone (or have their 
Fondue).  Must book (just look at the 
cars outside !).  Menus-del-día from 
€23.  96 647.3096 / Sunday lunch 
& weekday evenings only/ f. Mon.  / 
restbacchus@infocostablanca.
com  /  www.infocostablanca.com/
bacchus/  

Restaurante CALA BANDIDA : 
Esplanada del Puerto (Jávea). Up the 
steps to their superb terrace where you 
can sit and hear the sound of the sea 
just below.  Sadly, listening inwards 
into the restaurant, this delightful 
and natural sound is obliterated by 
dreadful thumping muzak.  This 
covers the whole exterior terrace and 
can be heard also over 40m from the 
restaurant thus ruining the whole 
delight of a seaside eating experience!  
That said both the service and the 
food is often described as excellent 

http://www.infocostablanca.com/


- although environment was noisy 
(music lovers stay away).  96 579 
1064 restaurante@calabandida.com 
/ www.calabandida.com [ If you 
wish to dine beside the sea - and 
be muzak-free with only the 
sounds of the waves - go to LA 
CALETA (see page 28) or Mena 
at Las Rotas]

Restaurante LA CASA DELLA 
PASTA : (Ctra.Cabo de la Nao-Pal 
27/ opp. Sofia’s).  Dutch owned.  
Probably the best Italian in town.  
Outstanding and very popular Italian 
restaurant with some delicious 
starters and reasonably priced 
Italian wines.  Service is very good.   
[Warning : both inside, and now in 
the garden as well, you will encounter 
dreadful muzak - screaming females 
- and on both occasions we left].  
Easy parking at the back.  E-mail 
contact has not been not possible so 
we cannot tell them (readers please 
tell them - ghastly muzak but the 
food is excellent) !! 96 646 1347 / 
www.lacasadellapastajavea.com / 
f.Sun+Mon.

Restaurante CASA de la PIZZA 
II (Cristo del mar 12, Jávea Port: 
formerly LA RENDA, next door to 
the Jávea Cine Jayan & Sotavent).  
Beautifully appointed restaurant 
serving excellent Italian food.   
Muzak very low.  Please send us your 
comments..... ? Very good for post-
cinema eating. 96 611 6665 /  

Restaurante CASA de la PIZZA 
(formerly L’Échalotte) :  On Jávea 
Costa Nova, beside the tennis / 
pétanque club just before the La 
Guardia cross roads.  Reports very 
good but we would like to know 
more!   Covered terrace behind.  Good 
parking.  
Tel: 96 647.3364 / [ no web site ]

Restaurante (formerly LA 
GALERA, next to Masena) 
: Although informed that this 
restaurant would not re-open in 2018 
it seems to have done so but under 
another new name.  News later.

Rte/Bar GUSTO.it (Italian): 
(Jávea, Arenal; next to former Kodak 
shop and opp. Crème de la Crème 
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coffee/cake shop).  A new venture by 
two Italians with substantial dishes 
& tapas (€3 - €10) - on site and to 
take away.  Excellent carbonara & 
real pizzas made to your order !!! 662 
576308 / massimilianocarletti@
live.it

Rte LUNGO MARE (Jávea, Arenal 
beach front) : Italian restaurant –
appetizingly large portions (some can 
be shared !).  Low muzak (bravo !) and 
very good & friendly service.  Often 
fairly full (in spite of quite high prices) 
so perhaps better to book.  Every aspect 
of this restaurant has improved over 
our last visit.  We now recommend it 
again !  Tel : 96 647.1196  / open daily   
E-mail: javea@lapiemontesa.com /  
www.lapiemontesa.com 

Restaurante MEZQUIDA : Main 
road from Jávea old town towards 
Arenal, on right side, just before 
the SuperCor/Iceland roundabout 
but after Sol-Mar offices.  Pleasant 
terrace and good ambience.  Very 
popular Spanish ‘family’ restaurant. 
Serves the best Arroz negro (a 
delicious rice and squid dish) that 

we know of.  Superb meat (take your 
own Bearnaise, Redcurrant, Mint or 
Horseradish sauces !).  Large shaded 
terrace.   Mostly muzak-free.  Menu-
del-día €18. 96 579.3620 / open daily 
/ rtemezquidaxabia@hotmail.com  
www.restaurantemezquida.com

Restaurante MONTGÓ : 2-3kms 
along Jávea-Jesús Pobre road (on 
left, with large stone tablet outside).  
Amazing choice, good value both 
for quantity/quality & well presented.  
Excellent fish ‘n’ chips (along with 
Azorin in the puerto).  Menu-del-
día   c. €12.50.  96 579.5020 / f.Thur.   
http://restaurantemontgo.es/
We remind readers of the slightly 
more up-market establishment across 
the road …. Closed in December until 
mid January.

Restaurante LOS ALMENDROS 
del MONTGÓ : directly opposite 
the above and for which there have 
recently been some very good reports.  
Stylish service - but a little slow when 
it is full !  Tel : 96 579.0104 / f. Wed.  
www.losalmendrosdelmontgo.com/?lang=en
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Rte PIRI-PIRI: Excellent/
imaginative (copious) ‘tapas’. Widely 
praised and popular with residents 
(and one of our favourites).  On 
the port’s pedestrianised sea-
front, leading from the bridge. 
Arrive early for lunch, but best to 
book.  Excellent Menus-del-día 
€11.50 (w/ends €14.50). Charming 
host & very professional.  Beware: 
Often shares jazz with neighbour 
Colima on Thurs.  Closed Jan/Feb. for 
holidays. 96 579.4745 / barpiripiri@
hotmail.com f. Sun.pm & Mon..

Restaurante PIZZERIA PEPA 
: Jávea: Arenal beach front (nr. 
middle).  Spanish; excellent value, 
swift service. Pizza takeaway.  
VERY efficient, popular with good 
atmosphere;  muzak low; must book 
! Menu-del-día €16.  The best quick-
service “family” restaurant 
at the beach.  But beware when 
ordering water : bottle arrived at 
the table opened and was charged at 
€2.90 - both unacceptable.
Tel : 96 579.2572 / open daily / 
E-mail : info@pizzeriapepa.com 
http://www.pizzeriapepa.com

LA ROMANTICA Bar - Rte Arenal.  
German owned and run. In the 
alleyway behind Humpty Dumpty 
newsagents and the British football 
bar (Legends).  Serves appealingly 
different menus & tapas-style snacks.  
We enjoyed our visit.   Best to book by 
phone (because opening hours seem 
to be erratic)!! 635 195814 / f. Wed. 
gerda2407@gmail.com   / http://
la-romantica.es/information/

Restaurante EL SECRETO 
del TOMATE : Ctra.Jávea-Gata 
Km4 (on left approaching the 
crematorium).  Owner Kiko (lawyer 
from Valencia)…. Recent excellent 
report from a reliable source wrote 
“.....we found it excellent.  We went 
early, the owner was charming 
(fluent in English), the restaurant 
itself and the surroundings are 
delightful.  Good Spanish red wine 
list.  Strongly recommended; we will 
return.” Busy from 22:00h onwards.  
Go earlier!  Justly praised for their 
home grown herbs & vegetable 
garden.  Excellent meats on the garden 
grill.    96 646.2646 / 616 733083 / : 
elsecretodeltomate@gmail.com 
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Rte LA TAGLIATELLA: 
Jávea, Arenal beach front (close to 
Lungo Mare).  Light and elegant 
decoration !  We still wait to hear that 
their service has improved.  High-ish 
prices so that Lungo Mare remain 
ahead of this establishment. 96 
647.2984 / www.latagliatella.es / 7/7

Restaurante TULA : Very close to 
Arenal main car park, Jávea (opp.
entrance to Mas-y-Mas).  The menu 
looks adventurous and the prices 
reasonable on top of which we have 
had 3 very positive reports. We hope 
their website will become more clear.  
Reports welcome, please.  96 647 1745 
/ f. Sun pm & Mon.  E-mail: info@
tularestaurante.com

ARENAL BEACH BREAKFASTS 
/ COFFEE BARS & BAKERIES :

BREAKFASTS at Jávea’s Arenal 
beach: For those looking for a 
breakfast of some quality on the sea 
front – especially what is known 
as a “Full English”.  We previously 
recommended the old Champagne 
Bar (now refurbished and with a new 

name ?) - not forgetting the Parador 
buffet especially on Sundays (an 
enormous spread at €18) ? 

CAFETERIA
LE PARISIEN (Horno y pasteleria 
artesanal) :  Opposite Humpty 
Dumpty at Jávea’s Arenal shopping 
area.   Reports tell us there are far less 
delicious patisseries and sweetmeats 
than before.   Muzak quieter than 
previously.  Chairs / tables on 
pavement. 96 579 3462 / 638 339898 
/ elparisienjavea@hotmail.com 
Under new management : quality 
reported as slipping .

Bar/Rte LAS OLAS : on the Cabo 
de la Nao road, on the right, half way 
between CAIXA BANK (formerly 
Barclays) & the Ferreteria PLA48.
Recent visits have shown that their 
standards are regularly good again.... 
a visitor reported a superb Osso Bucco 
....(a new chef, perhaps ?).  Recently 
we enjoyed an excellent paella.  The 
mass of cars parked outside tells us 
something (this is a “brickie” bar, but 
a good one !).  Awful TV noise - best sit 
outside.  Comments welcome, please.
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EASTERN RESTAURANTS 
(Jávea) :

JAPANESE 
SUKI - Restaurante Japonés 
At Arenal in the old Mas-y-Mas 
supermarket building (between the 
Wok Shop and the garage). Ignorant 
of this cuisine we are fairly sure that 
aficionados will find its dishes very 
“tasty” (excuse that awful word - no 
harm intended !).  Open-buffet style 
menu = order whatever and as 
much as you wish for a sort of 
menu-del-dia at approx. €13.50 (incl. 
refreshment).  666 339916.  Open 
24/7.

NEPALESE (Indian?) 
RESTAURANTS 

Being largely ignorant of Indian 
cuisine we have wondered why 
these next few restaurants are 
talked about over and above all 
other (Indian? style) restaurants 
and two are listed at Trip Advisor 
higher than the other Indian 
restaurants.  We can only assume it 
must be the Nepalese influence and 
the reputation of Northern Indian 
cuisine !  Go and try them.

Restaurante BUDDHA PALACE 
: Arenal shopping area - moved across 
the road into the old Shanghai - right 
across from Humpty Dumpty (larger 
premises) on way to the tennis club.   
Always a most enjoyable experience 
although prices have been rising..... !
96 579 2894 / buddhapalace1@gmail.
com / Open: tlj

The same family of owners (as 
Buddha Palace above) operate in 
Jávea port :Restaurante CURRY 
PALACE : just after Bar Clavo and 
the new gardens with the high wall.  
Take away service.  Excellent reports.  
A good post-cinema stop !  Recently 
found it packed so try booking !   Open: 
tlj. 96 579.2907 /palacecurry@gmail.
com 

Restaurante GURKHA PALACE 
: Avda. Jaime 1, No.8 in Jávea port.  
Fine food with good ambience. Take 
away service.  Menus del dia : €9.50 
& €11.99.  Tel: 96 579. 3331 / f. Tues.
midday.

mailto:mailto:buddhapalace1@gmail.com
mailto:mailto:buddhapalace1@gmail.com
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Restaurante EVEREST SPICE 
(Costa Nova):  Another Nepalese 
restaurant with charming décor.  
Situate at the top of road up from 
Saladar to Costa Nova Panorama just 
after the hairpin bend and over the 
top on the left on the road towards 
La Guardia and Granadella.  Pleasant 
atmosphere & beautiful gardens (the 
awful imitation lawn/carpet is still 
there !!).   We had good reports and 
have now attended a very successful 
group lunch involving a wide range of 
excellent dishes - but be warned the 
menu-del-dia on an earlier occasion 
was dull and dry.  Considerate and 
friendly service.  Take-away service is 
available.  Low muzak - but wouldn’t 
a sitar be better! 96 577.0230 /
everestspicejavea@gmail.com

THAILAND
Restaurante PAD THAI : Same 
family as own Buddah Palace (who 
have moved across the road into the 
old Shanghai opp. Humpty).   A new 
addition for Arenal.  If this family can 
be trusted then this, too, will be a good 
experience but, for the moment, it is 

too early to judge.  My Nasi Goreng 
(Indonesian!!) was not up to the 
usual standard of this owner.  We are 
not yet convinced.  Further reports 
welcome, 96 577 9824 / 602 834351 
padthaijavea@gmail /  7/7

CHINESE  
Restaurante < The WOK BUFFET 
> : Jávea (On roundabout opp. the 
CAIXA Bank (formerly Barclays). 
Recently re-furbished. Very good for 
families and with an extensive choice 
of shellfish included in their super-
bargain price.  Eat all you like for 
€11.95 (€6.95 for kids under 7). 

 Go early (12:30h for lunch, 19:30h 
for dinner) when the huge spread 
is at its best.  Attentive service.  No 
muzak. 

 A bit of a “canteen” ambience but 
this is a high quality “fill-up” if you 
are hungry and/or are feeding hordes 
of kids. 96 579.7016 / daily 12-24h.

mailto:everestspicejavea@gmail.com


FISH - JÁVEA & Denia (from Euros 
25.00 per head) :

 
Restaurante AMARRE 
152 (Jávea) : literally “Mooring 
152”, tranquil situation by the 
bobbing boats at the very head of the 
mooring creek that goes inland from 
the Parador.

Menus del dia €20 (fish).  Excellent 
for rice/fish dishes.  A recent visit 
showed them on good form. : 96 
579.0629 / f. Monday http://www.
verema.com/restaurantes/36008-
amarre-152-xabia-javea 

AMARRE TAPAS : along the Jávea 
seafront nearly opposite La Siesta.  
Reports are still  not encouraging.  This 
is in no way up to the same standard 
as their excellent restaurant (above).  
Service was over-familiar and the 
muzak atrocious (drowning out the 
sound of the sea; we were told the 
screaming female gave “ambiance” – 
my foot !).  For music-hating tourists 
only.  

AND ANOTHER TIP for FISH 
& CHIPS: For excellent FISH 
& CHIPS try THE INN on the 
GREEN (Bowling Club on the Jávea 
- Benitachell road) !!  

Restaurante LA CALETA : Avda.
Ultramar 114, Jávea (Cala Blanca).  
Excellent, but simple, fish etc.  On 
the rocks at the southern end of 
Jávea bay with just the noise of the 
sea (unpolluted by muzak !). (open 
May - late Sept).  96 647 1337

Restaurante LA CANTINA DE 
JAVEA : Situate right in front of 
the fishing fleet parking area in 
Jávea’s port (on the ground floor 
right around the back (left side) of 
the one storey building by the fishing 
boats). Clientele is very Spanish.  
Occasionally the best Patatas Bravas 
in Jávea !  Often very busy so go early 
(say 12:30h).  Very good prices.  Fish 
menus consist of the catches of the 
day.  They are serving all day long 
(and usually even after the cinema).  
Muzak free - but not TV free. 96 579 
2190 / open tlj : 7/7.

http://www.verema.com/restaurantes/36008-amarre-152-xabia-javea
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Restaurante MENA :  Wonderful 
position situate right on the rocks 
at the end of the Las Rotas road 
(go over Jávea / Montgó road to 
Denia and turn hard right at bottom 
roundabout).  Big improvements here 
and now no muzak….. Excellent fish ... 
so definitely worth a visit… Best to book 
as busy at lunchtime. 96 578.0943 / f. 
evenings  / dangelmena@gmail.com
h t t p : / / m e n a . r e s t a u r a n t e s o k .
c o m / a q u i o k / d e t a l l r e s t .
jsp?id=547&prov=Alicante

...or drive on a little further and 
there’s another good restaurant (Ca 
Nano: 96 643 0905) right at the 
end on the right. 

Rte SUR (at GRANADELLA 
BEACH): ...at the beautiful 
Granadella creek (down off the Cabo 
de la Nao and the No.1 beach of the 
Marina Alta); certainly the best 
fish restaurant in Jávea (they own 
their own boat and sometimes have 
an extraordinary variety !).  Our 
absolute favourite for fish and a 
beautiful location.  Sensational puds 
!  Highly rated (7½/10) in Spain’s 

Gastronomía Guide.  Best to book.
Tel : 96 577.1612  /  July/Aug daily 
10-22h / otherwise open lunch only 
(closed mid-Dec - end Feb).  http://
www.restaurantesur.com/

FISH ITEM (retail)!
Outside the Ermita supermarket (by 
the little church on the Jávea to Jesús 
Pobre road) at 10:00h on a Saturday 
morning is to be found an enterprising 
Dutchman (Arjen) who is selling 
fresh martjes, smoked eel, roll-mops, 
smoked mackerel, buckling (a herring 
smoked whole – as opposed to kippers 
which are smoked flat), smoked trout 
and potted shrimps ……. There are 
no further frozen HERRINGS for the 
moment due to change of supplier 
in Holland. Orders to : 667 997300 
(every Sat. morning from 10:00h) or 
argentocorazon@gmail.com
[ Xavi with his excellent meat counter 
has left and set up on his own at 
Las Marinas (Denia) ]. Arjen is in 
MORAIRA on Thursdays 10 - 
14h at Tabaira – Palco.
At the NTV Club in Denia on 
Wednesday; at the Fustera 
supermarket on Friday.
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REFURBISHMENT: Now a 
“beach bar” serving Fish ‘n’ 
Chips ! INCODNITO:  Jávea, 
Arenal beach, on main car park.  It is 
not usual for such an establishment 
to find its way onto this list but it 
has proved to be very reliable with 
both fresh fish and chips of excellent 
quality and now has undergone a 
refurbishment making it an attractive 
place to stop and eat on the premises.  
 96 577.0068 / f. Sunday.

 JESÚS POBRE 
Restaurante LA TASCA : 
Charming Italian owner – set in an 
attractive courtyard.  

As it was full we found the service 
under strain.  There is muzak but, 
mercifully, not in the courtyard.  The 
lentil soup was superb.  Renowned 
for meat cooked on an open-grilled 
fire yet all choices were reasonably 
priced but were all of cheaper 
cuts except for the CHULETON 
(T-bone) at over €30/kg but this is 
the reason for going to La Tasca !  

Great crêpes but the Panacotta was 
tiny and inadequate.  Well-heeled 
clientele.  Approaching Jesus Pobre 
from the Jávea-Gata road take the 2nd 
left before entering the village and it 
is on the left corner at the top of this 
short street.   English spoken.  Must 
book.  Tel: 96 575.6285.

PLEASE   TELL   US 
ABOUT YOUR EXPERIENCES - 

IT HELPS EVERYONE 

“Tranquillity lubricates the soul, 
muzak destroys it”  (Spike Milligan) 

“Like a loathsome monster, muzak 
spreads its tentacles wider and wider” 
   (John Humphrys, BBC Radio 4)
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